ATTACHMENT 1

California Tahoe Conservancy
Resolution
18-03-05
Adopted: March 1, 2018

CALTRANS CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION PLANNING GRANT

Staff recommends that the California Tahoe Conservancy (Conservancy) adopt
the following resolution pursuant to Government Code section 66908:
“The Conservancy hereby authorizes staff to accept and expend up to
$359,756 from the California Department of Transportation for
preparation of a climate adaptation action plan for the Lake Tahoe Basin,
and authorizes staff to take all other steps consistent with the
accompanying staff recommendation, including executing contracts and
awarding grants, as necessary.”
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of the resolution duly and
regularly adopted by the Conservancy at a meeting thereof held on the 1st day of
March, 2018.
In WITNESS THEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 1st day of March, 2018.

__________________________
Patrick Wright
Executive Director

ATTACHMENT 2
NOTICE OF EXEMPTION

TO: Office of Planning and Research
1400 10th Street, Room 121
Sacramento, CA 95814

FROM: California Tahoe Conservancy
1061 Third Street
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150

Project Title:
Caltrans Climate Change Adaptation Planning Grant
Project Location – Specific:
The California side of the Lake Tahoe Basin.
Project Location – City:
N/A

Project Location – County:
El Dorado and Placer counties

Description of Nature, Purpose, and Beneficiaries of Project:
Authorization for the acceptance and expenditure of a grant from Caltrans for preparation of a climate
adaptation action plan for the Lake Tahoe Basin.
Name of Public Agency Approving Project:
California Tahoe Conservancy (Conservancy meeting of 3/1/2018) (Agenda Item 6.c.)
Name of Person or Agency Carrying Out Project:
California Tahoe Conservancy
Exempt Status:
☐ Ministerial (§ 15268)
☐ Declared Emergency (§ 15269(a))
☐ Emergency Project (§ 15269(b)(c))
☒ Statutory Exemption (§ 15262 “Feasibility and Planning Studies”)
Reasons Why Project is Exempt:
The grant facilitates planning of a Lake Tahoe Basin climate change adaptation action plan.
Contact Person:
Whitney Brennan

Telephone Number:
(530) 543-6054

Date Received for Filing:

Patrick Wright
Executive Director

California Tahoe Conservancy
Agenda Item 6.d.
March 1, 2018

CONSERVANCY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR COMPENSATION

Recommended Action: Consideration and possible authorization of

adjustments to the California Tahoe Conservancy (Conservancy) Executive
Director’s compensation.
Location: Not applicable
Fiscal Summary: The annualized cost to the Conservancy support budget of

the recommended salary adjustment would mostly come from the California
Environmental License Plate Fund.
______________________________________________
Overview

Description of Recommended Action
Staff recommends the California Tahoe Conservancy (Conservancy) Board discuss and
adopt a compensation adjustment to address compaction issues and comparability with
other State and Lake Tahoe Basin (Basin) agency executive pay. The recommended
compensation adjustment follows the California Department of Human Resources
(CalHR) Personnel Management Liaisons (PML) memorandum (PML 2014-033)
(Attachment 1) regarding the appropriate salary for executive positions to address
compaction, comparability, retention, and recruitment issues.
History
Government Code section 66906.6 authorizes the Board to determine the Executive
Director’s compensation:
The governing body shall determine the qualification of, and it shall appoint and
fix the salary of, the executive officer of the agency, and shall employ such other
staff pursuant to the State Civil Service Act as may be necessary to execute the
powers and functions provided for under this act or in accordance with any
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intergovernmental contracts or agreements the agency may be responsible for
administering.
The current Conservancy Executive Director, Patrick Wright, was appointed in 2006 at a
salary of $101,508. In accordance with CalHR guidance, this salary was established by
the Board based on factors such as duties, responsibilities, organization relationships,
and comparable positions with similar roles. In the decade since his appointment,
however, the Conservancy’s Executive Director has not received any major salary
adjustments to keep pace with these factors, other than small (i.e., three percent on
average) general State employee pay increases and one five percent salary increase in
2013. Table 1 below summarizes the Executive Director’s salary history since his
appointment.
Table 1: Conservancy Executive Director Pay History
Date
Transaction
New Monthly
Monthly Increase
Code
Salary
1/3/2006
A30
$8,459
12/1/2006 GEN
$8,755
$296
3.5%
7/01/2007 GEN
$9,053
$298
3.4%
7/01/2013 SAL
$9,512
$459
5.1%
7/01/2015 GEN
$9,750
$238
2.5%
10/01/2016 GEN
$10,043
$293
3%
7/01/2017 GEN
$10,445
$402
4%
A30- DPA Exempt Appointment
GEN-General Salary Change
SAL-Other Salary Changes

Annual
Salary
$101,508
$105,060
$108,636
$114,144
$117,000
$120,516
$125,340

Salary Compaction Issues
At the time of his appointment, the Executive Director was paid more than all
Conservancy employees except the most senior attorney. During the last decade,
however, several Conservancy staff and mid-level managers have received significant
salary increases. In 2014, for example, staff and managers in various scientific job
classifications throughout State government received significant salary increases.
As shown in Table 2 below, the Conservancy’s Executive Director now earns
approximately 20 percent less than the Deputy Director, and the top end of his salary
range is lower than that of several Conservancy mid-level managers. For example, the
Conservancy recently filled a mid-level supervisory position at the Environmental
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Program Manager (EPM) 1 level. The top end of the salary range for this position is
nearly $22,000 higher than the Executive Director’s salary.
Table 2: Conservancy Senior and Compaction-related Salaries
Employee/Title
Classification
Current Salary
Patrick Wright
Executive Officer
$125,340
Executive Director
Jane Freeman
Environmental
$151,488
Deputy Director
Program Manager II
Michael Steeves
Attorney IV
$149,508
Staff Counsel
Dorian Fougères
Environmental
$118,332
Chief of Natural
Program Manager I
Resources
(Supervisory)
Jason Vasques
Senior
$102,336
Recreation, Access,
Environmental
and Forest Ecosystem
Scientist (Supervisor)
Planning Supervisor
Stuart Roll
Senior
$102,336
Watershed and
Environmental
Ecosystem Restoration Scientist (Supervisor)
Program Supervisor

Pay Scale
$112,453 - $125,340

$137,340 - $156,024
$117,384 - $150,720
$118,332 - $147,108

$102,336 - $127,224

$102,336 - $127,224

These recent State salary increases have created what the State calls a “compaction”
issue, which occurs when the salary of a supervisor is less than the employees he or she
manages. In 2014, CalHR provided direction to State agencies affected by
compaction of salaries. According to PML Memorandum 2014-033 at p. 1,
departments should request executive salary increases when the executive’s salary
“is not 2.5% to 5% greater than the maximum salary of the highest subordinate’s
classification.” As shown below, this compaction occurs at several levels below the
Executive Director.
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CTC Salary Compaction
160,000

156,024

150,000
140,000

147,108
137,340
127,224

130,000

125,340
120,000
110,000
100,000

118,332
112,453
102,336

90,000
80,000

It should be noted that State agencies are generally not expected to address
compaction issues related to senior managers with specialized expertise. For
example, CalHR guidance (PML 2014-033 at p.3) notes that State employees in the
Career Executive Assignment (CEA) may make less than a subordinate “when the
subordinate classes require special qualifications as a physician, engineer, or
attorney,” while the executive “performs a more high level administrative policy
role that does not require the same special qualifications.” In this case, however, the
subordinate supervisors share the same qualifications as the Executive Director and
several other staff, and the Executive Director has passed the State exams for these
classifications.
Salary Comparability, Retention, and Recruitment
In addition to compaction issues, CalHR guidance states that the Board should consider
whether the Conservancy Executive Director’s salary is comparable to the salaries of
other State agency executives with similar duties and responsibilities, and is at level
necessary to retain and recruit highly qualified employees in leadership positions. In
the Lake Tahoe Basin (Basin), for example, the Lahontan Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB) has significantly increased its executive salaries to address
compaction and comparability issues. In 2013, the salary ranges of the Conservancy and
Lahontan RWQCB executives were similar. Today, however, as shown below, the salary
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range of the Lahontan RWQCB Executive Officer has increased to a range from $161,028
to $182,916 while the range of the Conservancy’s Executive Director remains at a range
from $112,453 to $125,340.

CTC/Lahontan Exec Salaries
200,000

182,916
180,000

166,656
160,000

161,028

156,024

82,956

140,000

137,340
125,340
120,000

CTC EO

114,144

112,453
119,192

Lahontan EO
100,000

80,000

2017

2013

Salaries of several other State agency executives and mid-level managers have also
increased significantly in recent years, and are now considerably higher than the
Executive Director’s salary, which will significantly reduce the Board’s ability to retain
and recruit candidates for its Executive Director, and impacts the standing of the
Conservancy in the Basin and regionally. As shown in Table 3 below, the Conservancy’s
Executive Director not only earns about 20 percent less than both the Executive Officer
and Assistant Executive Officer at the Lahontan RWQCB, but significantly less than
regional mid-level managers at the California Department of Transportation (CalTrans),
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Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR), California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection (CAL FIRE), California Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW), and other
State agencies. In July 2017, the Governing Board of the Tahoe Regional Planning
Agency, a bi-state agency, raised the compensation of its Executive Director from
$149,115 to $188,605 based on an analysis of comparable executive salaries. In summary,
the salary of the Conservancy’s Executive Director is no longer at a level that is
consistent with CalHR guidance related to comparability, retention, and recruitment.
Table 3: Lake Tahoe Basin CA State Executive/Management Salaries
Agency
Employee
Title
2017
Salary
State Executives
Tahoe Regional
Joanne
Executive Director
$188,605
Planning Agency Marchetta
Lahontan
Patty Z.
Executive Officer
$161,028
RWQCB
Kouyoumdjian
Lahontan
Doug Smith
Assistant
$155,688
RWQCB
Executive Officer
Conservancy
Patrick Wright
Executive Director
$125,340

Conservancy

Jane Freeman

Deputy Director

Other State Mid-Level Managers in the Tahoe Region
CalTrans
Amarjeet Benipal District 3 Director

CAL FIRE
DFW

Christopher
Anthony
Tina Bartlett

DPR

Marilyn Linkem

Assistant Chief
Regional Manager
State Park
Superintendent V

Pay Scale

NA

$161,028 $182,916
$82,956$166,656
$112,453 $125,340
$151,488 $137,340 $156,024

$169,520 82,956 190,620
$151,129 ⃰ Unavailable
$150,800 $82,956 $190,620
$147,949 ⃰ $108,204 $134,988

⃰ includes bonus pay
Local and regional executive salaries, as shown in Table 4, have also increased
significantly in recent years, but the State does not typically give these salaries much
weight in evaluating comparability issues.
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Table 4: Local/Regional Agency Executive Salaries
Agency
Employee
Title
City of SLT
Nancy Kerry
City Manager
El Dorado County Don Ashton
CAO
Placer County
David Boesch (retired)
CEO
STPUD
Richard Solbrig
General Manager
NTPUD
Duane Whitelaw
General Manager
TCPUD
Cindy Gustafson (retired) General Manager

Salary
$195,081 (2017)
$201,650 (2016)
$264,903 (2016)
$212,014 (2016)
$192,100 (2016)
$219,989 (2015)

Finally, salaries of the other large State conservancy executives have also not kept pace
with recent salary increases for other State executive and mid-level managers, but are
also now higher than the Tahoe Conservancy Executive Director’s salary. The Executive
Officers of the Coastal and Sierra Nevada Conservancies earn $128,000 and $131,000,
respectively, and the Executive Officer of the Delta Conservancy, a much smaller
agency, earns $137,580, about 10 percent more than the Tahoe Conservancy’s Executive
Director.
Staff Recommendation
According to CalHR and Government Code section 19825.5, salary adjustments for State
officers are based on “the size and scope of the organization, compensation paid to
other similar positions in other public jurisdictions, the scope of responsibility of the
position, the need to avoid salary compaction, and other factors appropriate to the
determination of compensation necessary to recruit and retain qualified employees in
leadership positions for the state.” In addition, to address salary compaction issues,
PML Memorandum 2014-03 at p.1 states that agencies should request executive
salary increases when the executive’s salary “is not 2.5% to 5% greater than the
maximum salary of the highest subordinate’s classification.”
Consistent with the guidance from CalHR, the Board should consider setting the
Executive Director salary at five percent above the Deputy Director’s maximum salary
($156,024), which is $163,825. This level would address the Conservancy’s salary
compaction issue, and would begin to address the comparability, retention, and
recruitment criteria. Also, this salary would fall within the lower end of the salary range
of the Executive Officer at the Lahontan RWQCB. Alternatively, the Board could
consider setting the Executive Director salary at 2.5 percent above the Deputy Director’s
maximum salary, which is $159,924. Staff also recommends that the Board establish a
process for periodically reviewing the Executive Director’s salary based on guidance
from CalHR to avoid future compaction issues.
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Financing
The proposed salary adjustment would be paid largely from the California
Environmental License Plate Fund in the Conservancy’s support budget.

Authority

Consistency with the Conservancy’s Enabling Legislation
The recommended compensation adjustment is consistent with the Conservancy’s
enabling legislation. Specifically, Government Code section 66906.6 authorizes the
Board to determine Executive Director compensation.
Consistency with the Conservancy’s Strategic Plan
The recommended action is consistent with the Strategic Plan in that it promotes overall
agency operational efficiency and administrative capabilities (Strategy IV), including
retention and succession planning. It also helps the Conservancy maintain its role as a
strategic leader in the Basin (Strategy I) by ensuring the agency attracts and maintains a
professional executive director who helps set and oversee implementation of the
Conservancy’s vision, mission, and strategic goals.
Consistency with External Authorities
The recommended action is consistent Government Code section 19825 regarding salary
approval and CalHR PML 2014-033.

Compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act

The Executive Director’s pay compensation does not involve any commitment to any
specific activity which has the potential to result in either a direct physical change in the
environment or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment,
and is therefore not a “project” within the meaning of the California Environmental
Quality Act.

List of Attachments

Attachment 1 – CalHR PML Memorandum 2014-033
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Conservancy Staff Contact

Stefanie Melendez

stefanie.melendez@tahoe.ca.gov
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ATTACHMENT 1

California Tahoe Conservancy
Agenda Item 7.a.
March 1, 2018

LAND TRANSFER REQUESTS AND POTENTIAL UPDATES TO GUIDELINES

History
The Tahoe Public Utility District (TCPUD) has recently launched a public process, in
partnership with the Tahoe Cross Country Ski Education Association, a local nonprofit
that operates the Tahoe Cross Country ski area, to relocate its main lodge, which is now
operated out of the aging Highlands Community Center. TCPUD is considering five
new site locations, and one of its two preferred sites is on land owned by the
Conservancy adjacent to North Tahoe High School.
Update
To facilitate the potential use of the Conservancy’s property for the new lodge, TCPUD
recently approached Conservancy staff with a proposal to transfer sensitive TCPUDowned land adjacent to other Conservancy-owned land a few miles south in exchange
for the Conservancy’s parcel next to the high school and other Conservancy-owned
parcels.
This potential exchange and the potential use of land acquired by the Conservancy for
the new lodge raises several issues that the Board may want to consider:
1. Is the proposed new lodge an allowable and appropriate use of land purchased
by the Conservancy? The proposed use is consistent with the purposes of the
Lake Tahoe Acquisition Bond Act of 1982, which provided funding for the
Conservancy to acquire lands to protect sensitive lands from development,
provide public lakeshore access, consolidate public ownerships for more
effective management, and provide public access to other public lands. In
addition, the Conservancy land on the proposed site is not sensitive under
TRPA’s land classification system, and was acquired together with several other
sensitive and non-sensitive parcels. Nevertheless, it was acquired under the
Conservancy’s Environmentally Sensitive Lands (ESL) Program, which sets the
priorities and eligibility criteria for acquisitions under the 1982 Bond Act, and
only allows for acquisitions of parcels to protect the natural environment. The
ESL Program Guidelines, last updated in 2005, did not anticipate future uses of
the ESL parcels that would accommodate public access and recreation.
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2. Under what conditions would the Conservancy allow the use of this parcel for
the new lodge? TCPUD will be preparing an environmental document to
evaluate the impacts of the project on each of the potential sites under
consideration.
3. Would a proposed transfer of Conservancy and TCPUD lands help meet those
conditions and be consistent with the Conservancy’s policy regarding land
transfers? The Conservancy’s Land Transfer Guidelines require, among other
things, that transfers facilitate more efficient management of public lands.
Conservancy staff will provide an overview of TCPUD’s proposed process and the
potential issues raised for the Board to consider in responding to TCPUD.

Conservancy Staff Contacts

Aimee Rutledge
Patrick Wright

aimee.rutledge@tahoe.ca.gov
patrick.wright@tahoe.ca.gov
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California Tahoe Conservancy
Agenda Item 7.b.
March 1, 2018

2018-2023 STRATEGIC PLAN UPDATE

In 2018, the California Tahoe Conservancy (Conservancy) will update its Strategic Plan
(Plan). As requested by the Board at its December 2017 meeting, the process will start
by directly engaging the Board, staff, stakeholders and peer agencies, and the public.
The afternoon of today’s Board meeting will involve Board interaction with a working
group of stakeholders and peer agencies who work with the Conservancy to plan and
implement projects and programs. Along with public input, the Board and this working
group will look back at the Conservancy’s progress toward implementing its 2012-2017
Plan, and provide initial input on themes and topics for further exploration in the
strategic planning process. At the April 26, 2018 meeting, the Board and staff will
review external and internal trends that affect the Conservancy, discuss the
Conservancy’s role in the Lake Tahoe Basin (Basin) and the organizational structure,
culture, and budget needed to support the new Plan, and identify potential strategies to
pursue in a revised Plan. The working group and the public will have opportunities to
provide input during each of the March 1 and April 26 meetings.
Since the last Board meeting, the Conservancy hired a consultant in late December who
will support and facilitate each step of the process, including the preparation of a draft
Plan following the April Board meeting. The Conservancy also convened the
aforementioned working group of stakeholders and peer agencies, and charged them
with providing insights, review, and suggestions on the substance of the Plan, in the
context of public meetings.
Below is a revised proposed process and timeline consistent with the Board’s direction
at the December meeting.
Date
12/18/2017
3/01/2018

Action
Consultant hired
Board meeting and launch discussion with working group and
the public
• Includes revised proposed process and timeline;
introduction of the consultant; review of the 2012-2017
Plan’s mission, vision, guiding principles, and strategies;
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3/02/2018-4/06/2018
4/26/2018

4/27/2018-6/01/2018
6/21/2018
6/22/2018-7/17/2018
8/09/2018
8/10/2018-9/21/2018
10/11/2018

review of employee survey highlights; and discussion of
progress toward implementing the 2012-2017 Plan,
including potential work to carry forward
• Includes sessions dedicated to working group discussion,
and public input
Staff/consultant initial research
Board meeting and discussion with staff, working group and
public input throughout the day
• Includes review of external and internal trends; discussion
of the Conservancy’s role; discussion of potential strategies
to pursue in a revised Plan; and discussion of how the
Conservancy’s organizational structure and culture can
support a revised Plan
Staff/consultant drafting of Plan. Possible additional working
group and/or public input
Board meeting including review of draft Plan and time for
further working group and/or public discussion
Staff/consultant revisions to draft Plan
Board meeting with presentation of final Plan to Board for
review and approval
Staff/consultant revisions to Plan (if needed)
Board meeting to include Board review and approval of
revised final Plan (if needed)

In preparation for today’s meeting, staff has prepared a document that reviews the
Conservancy’s progress toward implementing its 2012-2017 Plan (Attachment 1). For
each of the Plan’s four strategies, the document provides general context, including
significant changes since 2012, and lists and evaluates progress and challenges for the
key actions and performance targets associated with each sub-strategy.
Conservancy employees have also completed a survey regarding their views on the
Conservancy’s progress toward implementing the 2012-2017 Plan. Staff will provide a
summary of the survey findings in hard copy to Board members, the public, and all
meeting participants.
Prior to March 1, staff requests that Board members also review the 2012-2017 Plan
(Attachment 2). Staff is providing five questions to help guide the reader’s review:
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1. Where do you feel implementation of the Plan went well? Identifying specific
examples is helpful but not required.
2. Where do you feel implementation fell short of its aims? Identifying specific
examples is helpful but not required.
3. What else (if anything) would you need to know to evaluate the Conservancy's
implementation of the Plan?
4. What aspects of the Plan (if any) do you feel should be carried forward, and
why?
5. What aspects of the Plan (if any) do you feel should be abandoned, and why?
6. What do you feel is the specific, unique, and/or signature value that the
Conservancy provides in the Basin?

List of Attachments

Attachment 1 – Conservancy 2012-2017 Strategic Plan Accomplishments
Attachment 2 – Conservancy 2012-2017 Strategic Plan

Conservancy Staff Contacts

Dorian Fougeres
Jane Freeman

dorian.fougeres@tahoe.ca.gov
jane.freeman@tahoe.ca.gov
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ATTACHMENT 1

California Tahoe Conservancy
2012-2017 Strategic Plan
Accomplishments and Challenges

Preface
The purpose of this document is to provide a summary of the major accomplishments
achieved by the California Tahoe Conservancy (Conservancy) under its 2012-2017
Strategic Plan and to briefly discuss challenges the organization faced in implementing
the Strategic Plan. While the Strategic Plan included both high level strategies and
detailed actions and performance targets, this document summarizes key
accomplishments and does not systematically track each action and performance target.
Similarly, the document includes some quantitative accomplishments where the actions
and targets are more readily measured such as certain land management activities, and
qualitative descriptions of actions that are more strategic and/or planning in nature.
Also, some items below are interlinked and advance more than one Strategy; hence they
may appear in more than one section.

Introduction
The Conservancy last issued a Strategic Plan in 2012. A key element of that process was
an independent assessment, based on dozens of interviews with staff and Board
members, partners, and stakeholders, of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats (SWOT) of the organization.
The key strengths identified included its mission, the quality of its staff, its leadership
in getting things done, and its reputation, image, and accomplishments. The key
weaknesses cited were a lack of stable funding, lack of public awareness of its work, a
wavering organizational vision, and weak internal operations. Major opportunities
included playing a bigger role in coordinating State priorities in the Lake Tahoe Basin
(Basin), improving communications, and exploring private funding opportunities. The
key threats cited were twofold: the lack of future funding to maintain its progress, and
the new and emerging threats of catastrophic wildfire, aquatic invasive species, and
climate change will require greater coordination and collaboration among agencies
whose budgets and capacities are in flux.
To address these issues while building upon its strengths, the SWOT analysis
recommended that the Conservancy focus on two key areas:
•
•

Environmental Improvement Program (EIP)/Basin-wide priority projects; and
Regional policy and coordination needs of the Basin.

The SWOT analysis also emphasized that as State policy is increasingly moving to a
systems approach, the Conservancy would need to adjust its focus on funding and
implementing EIP projects to better integrate and coordinate its efforts with other Basin
partners. Finally, the analysis noted that in making this transition, the Conservancy
should consider providing less direct oversight to its grantees, and instead focus on a
more strategic level to help meet State priorities in the Basin.
The Strategic Plan largely reflects these recommendations, while maintaining a strong
commitment to managing more than 4,700 parcels and improving Conservancy
2

operations. The following sections summarize the Conservancy’s progress in achieving
the major goals of the Strategic Plan.
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Strategy I: Lead California’s Basin Efforts on Sustainability,
Climate Change, and Other Area-Wide Initiatives
This strategy stems from State-wide mandates, including the enactment of AB32,
SB 375, and several executive orders, to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and adapt
to the growing impacts of climate change. As the only State agency focused entirely in
the Basin, the Conservancy is uniquely positioned to work with its partner agencies to
help promote and achieve these State mandates and priorities in the Basin.

A. Support Lake Tahoe’s Sustainable Communities Program
Key Accomplishments:
•

•

•
•

•

Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS): Participated in a collaborative
effort led by Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) to develop a SCS, a statemandated plan to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the Basin as part of its
Regional Plan.
Sustainability Action Plan: Helped TRPA secure a Strategic Growth Council
grant and participated in the development of TRPA’s Sustainability Action Plan,
which provides a framework and menu of climate change mitigation and adaptation
strategies.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory: Funded the first ever greenhouse gas
emissions inventory for the Basin to support TRPA’s sustainability programs.
Tahoe Livable Communities (TLC) Program: Launched the TLC program,
which refocused the Conservancy’s land acquisition and marketable right programs
to support the Regional Plan and SCS. Acquired four aging developed parcels on
sensitive land and reserved their development rights for projects in town centers,
sold two “asset” lands, and acquired four vacant parcels in roadless subdivisions to
remove the threat of new development and infrastructure.
Area Plans: Participated in the Meyers and Placer County area planning processes,
as part of the Regional Plan implementation.

Key Challenges:
•
•

Limited staffing prevented the Conservancy from more actively participating in the
development of area plans, as in the past.
Limited funding prevented the Conservancy from acquiring and restoring more
developed properties on sensitive land through the TLC program.

B. Align State Agency Activities and Policies in the Basin to
Support Sustainability and Climate Change Initiatives
Key Accomplishments:
•

AB1004 (Dahle): Secured State legislation clarifying its authority to sell or
transfer parcels to promote the State’s planning priorities, including infill
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•
•

development, more efficient land use patterns, and implementation of Sustainable
Communities Strategies required by SB 375.
Proposition 1 grants: Incorporated Sustainable Communities as a key focus area
in the Conservancy’s Proposition 1 grant guidelines and funding allocations.
Climate Adaptation Plan and Vulnerability Assessment: In 2017, launched
the development of a Climate Adaptation Action Plan for the Basin. As part of that
effort, partnered with Tahoe Transportation District (TTD) to secure a $359,756
grant from Caltrans to perform a vulnerability assessment of the Basin’s
transportation network.

Key Challenges:
•

State funding for climate related programs is still largely “stovepiped” with Caltrans
providing funding for impacts on the highway system, Wildlife Conservation Board
(WCB) providing funding for impacts on wildlife, etc., which makes it challenging to
do planning that requires synthesis across a large range of topics and data streams,
and at the same time build the capacity of interagency teams to collaborate.

C. Coordinate Across State Agencies in Support of Other BasinWide Collaborative Initiatives
Key Accomplishments:
•
•

•

•

Tahoe Interagency Executives (TIE): Represented California State agencies at
regular meetings to coordinate federal, state, and local programs and investments
through the EIP.
State and Regional workgroups: Represented the Basin on several statewide
and regional efforts, including the state Forest Carbon Action Team, the Mountain
Meadows workgroup, the Tahoe-Sierra Integrated Regional Water Management
Plan, the Great Basin Large Landscape Collaborative, and others.
Forest Health Interagency Position: Secured funding to host an interagency
position to coordinate the Basin’s forest health management programs on behalf of
the Tahoe Fire and Fuels Team (TFFT). Helped secure several large interagency
grants, including $25 million in federal funding in 2016 and a $5 million grant from
CAL FIRE through the Tahoe-Central Sierra Initiative (TCSI).
Lake Tahoe West Restoration Partnership (LTW): In partnership with the
U.S. Forest Service (USFS), California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR),
TRPA, National Forest Foundation, and others, launched and funded LTW in 2016, a
collaborative interagency and stakeholder effort to restore the health and resilience
of forests and watersheds on a large landscape scale from Emerald Bay to Dollar Hill.
Accomplishments include completing a cutting-edge landscape resilience assessment
and initiating a landscape-scale restoration strategy, which is intended to result in
several large projects with streamlined planning, permitting, and implementation.
The LTW partners have also been successful in developing interagency budgeting
and grant proposals to fund the planning process.
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•
•

•

Tahoe-Central Sierra Initiative (TCSI): In partnership with the Sierra Nevada
Conservancy, launched a collaborative effort to plan and coordinate the restoration
of 2.4 million acres of forests and watersheds across the Central Sierra.
Tahoe Yellow Cress Conservation Strategy: The Conservancy facilitated a
renewed memorandum of understanding with Basin land management and
regulatory partners and an updated conservation strategy, which resulted in
supporting a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service decision in 2015 to not list the species.
Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS): Worked with agency partners to secure
sustainable funding and on implementation of the Basin’s AIS prevention and
control programs. Implemented a stakeholder process to prioritize projects for
funding under SB630, in coordination with the Lahontan Regional Water Quality
Control Board (LRWQCB) and the California Natural Resources Agency (CNRA).
Partnered with the League to Save Lake Tahoe (League) to complete AIS surveys in
the Upper Truckee Marsh (UTM) through the League’s “Eyes on the Lake” program.

Key Challenges:
•

•

•
•
•

The Conservancy has had to continually assess where it is better positioned to be in a
leadership role (LTW, TFFT, Upper Truckee River Strategy), a support role (AIS,
storm water planning, etc.), or lacks the resources or staffing to actively participate
(Sustainable Recreation).
The Conservancy enjoys strong relationships with the staff of many of our federal
funding partners outside of the Basin, but have yet to build strong personal ties to
staff with some State funding agencies (WCB, California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW), etc.).
Lack of staff capacity and sustainable (non-bond) funding to help steer and
participate in collaborative processes has limited the Conservancy’s involvement in
some areas.
Measuring progress requires procedural metrics (e.g., number of partnerships
formed, collaboration statistics) as well as substantive metrics (e.g., implementation
and effectiveness) that are novel to some efforts.
There continues to be a tension between the Conservancy’s changing role as a
strategic leader of large scale restoration efforts and implementer of direct projects
on its own land or funder of partner projects. Funding and staffing do not always
align to support larger collaborative strategic initiatives.
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Strategy II: Invest in High Priority Conservation and Recreation
(EIP) Projects and Programs
The EIP, launched by TRPA in 1997, provides the framework for more than 50 federal,
state, local, and private partners to prioritize, coordinate, and implement of a broad
range of capital improvement programs necessary to meet TRPA’s thresholds. The
Conservancy continues to lead California’s involvement in the EIP by helping to secure
the State’s share of funding, and by funding and implementing high priority EIP
projects, both on its own lands and through grants to local agencies.

A. Lead California’s Involvement in the EIP
Key Accomplishments:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Conservancy EIP Funding: Provided over $30 million for EIP projects between
2012 and 2017.
TIE: As noted above, represented California State agencies at regular meetings to
coordinate federal, state, and local programs and investments through the EIP.
EIP Priority Setting and Tracking: Through the EIP Coordinating Committee, a
group of mid-level agency staff and managers, assisted TRPA staff in updating
annual project priority lists and reporting on EIP accomplishments.
EIP workgroups: Actively participated and played a leadership role in a broad
range of EIP workgroups to establish priorities, coordinate investments, and report
accomplishments through TRPA’s EIP tracking system. These include the TFFT, AIS
Coordinating Committee, SB 630 workgroups, Storm Water Quality Improvement
Committee, Tahoe Yellow Cress Working Group and Executive Committee, and
others.
State Team: Established an interagency State team, with regular coordination calls
and email updates, and bi-monthly executive meetings with LRWQCB, TRPA, and
CDFW.
Private Funds: Developed partnerships with the Tahoe Fund and League to raise
private funding for EIP projects.

Key Challenges:
•

Maintaining a State agency team proved challenging given the disparate agency
missions and projects at Lake Tahoe. May need to explore new approaches to
building partnerships, including interagency agreements, shared space, and joint
positions.
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B. Restore the Upper Truckee River (UTR) and Other Key
Watersheds
Key Accomplishments:
•
•
•

•

•
•

UTR Marsh: After years of planning and public input, completed a final
restoration plan for the UTR Marsh, the largest wetland in the Basin and a major
source of fine sediment that impacts Lake Tahoe’s famed clarity.
Airport and USFS reaches: Partnered with the City of South Lake Tahoe (City)
and the USFS to complete major restoration projects on key segments of the UTR.
UTR Restoration Strategy: In 2013, developed a draft UTR restoration strategy
and hosted a UTR workshop with a blue ribbon scientific panel. Staff has
collaborated with the UTR working group to garner support for an updated strategy,
which is now under development.
Blackwood and Ward creeks: Completed significant restoration projects on
Blackwood and Ward creeks, and coordinated with partners and Alpine Meadows on
the completion of several additional restoration and best management practices
projects.
Key Research: Secured U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and State funding
(Conservancy and State Water Resources Control Board) funding for research on
floodplain management and other benefits of stream restoration projects.
Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association (TKPOA) Corporation Yard
Relocation: Successfully concluded decades of work with TKPOA to identify and
agree upon a relocation option for TKPOA’s corporation yard out of the UTR Marsh
to a less environmentally sensitive parcel. The relocation will allow the existing
corporation yard site to be restored as part of the Conservancy’s UTR Marsh
restoration project.

Key Challenges:
•

•

As a small State agency, the Conservancy works through the California Department
of General Services for large direct project management and land transaction review
of higher value acquisitions and other land transactions. This can sometimes cause
impacts to project timelines and budgets with extra layers of oversight and
management.
Proposition 1 funding restrictions required that funds be distributed through
competitive grants to Basin partners, rather than used for Conservancy direct
projects. This has required the Conservancy to seek other federal and State funds to
support priority projects, including the UTR Marsh.

C. Invest in Storm Water Management Projects and Programs
Key Accomplishments:
•

Grant awards: Awarded 12 grants to local governments, totaling almost
$4,000,000, for high priority storm water projects.
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•
•
•

Storm Water Management Plan: Funded comprehensive plan to assist local
governments in meeting new state mandate to develop multi-benefit projects.
Interagency Coordination: Participated in Storm Water Quality Improvement
Committee and Regional Storm Water Management Plan workgroups to jointly
establish priorities, track progress, and assess performance.
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Targets: The TMDL storm water
partnership was successful in reaching the first five year targets to reduce fine
sediment loads by ten percent, total phosphorus by seven percent, and total nitrogen
by eight percent. Each jurisdiction met their respective targets.

Key Challenges:
•

The storm water/TMDL targets will become increasingly difficult to attain after the
most cost effective projects are completed.

D. Improve & Enhance Recreational and Mobility Opportunities,
and Public Access to Lake Tahoe
Key Accomplishments:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Van Sickle Bi-State Park: Partnered with Nevada State Parks, the Tahoe Fund,
and others to open the nation’s first bi-state park, which has rapidly become one of
Nevada’s most visited parks.
South Tahoe Greenway Shared Use Trail (Greenway): Completed the first
phase of the Greenway, the backbone of the bike trail network in the south shore.
Secured funding and completed environmental documentation for the next phase of
the trail.
Kings Beach State Recreation Area (KBSRA): Partnered with DPR to develop
a new vision for KBSRA, including a new pier, concert space, picnic areas, and other
amenities.
Lake Tahoe Water Trail: Awarded a grant to the Sierra Business Council to take
over management of the Lake Tahoe Water Trail, and installed water trail signs on
Conservancy-owned north shore beaches.
Public Lake Access: Funded the development of a Strategic Public Access
Investment Plan to help guide future investments to improve public access to Lake
Tahoe.
Lake Tahoe Bikeway: Funded planning grants for several segments of bike trails,
including the Dollar Creek Shared-Use Trail, Homewood Bike Trail, El Dorado to Ski
Run Bike Trail, Lake Tahoe Boulevard Bike Trail, and Sawmill Bike Trail.

Key Challenges:
•

Due to the restrictions of Proposition 1, which authorized funding only for waterrelated projects, the Conservancy was unable to provide significant funding in recent
years for public access and recreation projects, with the notable exception of the
Greenway project. Fortunately, the TTD has been able to fill much of this gap and
fund several high priority bike trail projects.
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E. Acquire Strategic Parcels
Key Accomplishments:
•

•

•
•
•

Johnson Meadow: Awarded $4 million to the Tahoe Resource Conservation
District (Tahoe RCD) to acquire Johnson Meadow, the last major private
landholding in the Truckee River watershed. Partnered with the Tahoe RCD and the
Tahoe Fund to secure an additional $4 million from CDFW for the acquisition.
TLC: Acquired four aging developed parcels on sensitive or lakefront land and
reserved their development rights for projects in town centers, sold two “asset”
lands, and acquired four vacant parcels in roadless subdivisions to remove the threat
of development that would require new infrastructure.
Bijou Park Creek Watershed: Awarded grants to the City acquire several
developed properties on sensitive or frequently flooded land to reduce polluted
runoff.
Kings Beach Gateway: Awarded Proposition 1 funding to Placer County to
acquire key developed parcels at the intersection of Highways 267 and 28, the
gateway to Kings Beach.
Brockway Campground: Partnered with the USFS to facilitate acquiring and
permanently protecting a scenic area on the north shore near Northstar that was the
site of a proposed campground.

Key Challenges:
•

Lack of willing sellers precluded several other high priority acquisitions, including
several privately owned parcels adjacent to the UTR Marsh.
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Strategy III: Effectively Manage Land and Assets
Managing more than 4,700 parcels on 6,500 acres of land is a daunting task,
particularly since most are quarter acre lots scattered across developed areas and
neighborhoods. The primary focus of the Conservancy’s ongoing land management
program is to perform inspections, respond to citizen complaints, remove hazard tress,
review and process requests for easements and special uses, and restore and maintain
the ecological health of these properties.

A. Efficiently Manage Conservancy-Owned Lands
Key Accomplishments:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Comprehensive Database: Developed Property Data Management System
(PDMS) to centralize and track property management information for the
Conservancy’s 4,700 parcels, including acquisition, survey, inspection, land
capability, trespass, citizen report, project, lease and license agreement,
maintenance, and other data.
Mobile/Paperless Data Collection: Implemented mobile inspection data
collection with tablets and development of software applications. This technology
was also used to develop a field program to monitor usage of parcels acquired by
Conservancy grantees. Developed a web-enabled electronic/paperless citizen report
system.
Property Inspections: Inspected about 2,500 parcels annually.
Hazard Trees: Removed up to 128 hazard trees annually.
Maintenance Projects: Completed about 116 annual maintenance projects.
Restoration Projects: Completed about 25 restoration projects annually. Ninety
percent of all urban lot restoration projects have resulted in some type of water
quality benefit.
Forest Health Projects: Treated about 200 acres annually.
Interagency Agreements: Developed interagency agreements through which
DPR manages the Conservancy’s north shore beaches, and Nevada State Parks
manages Van Sickle Bi-State Park. Negotiated and maintained a Joint Powers
Agreement with the Tahoe RCD for land management services.
Land Management Classifications: Approved land management classifications
for all of the Conservancy’s lands. These classifications will help guide the
development of an American with Disabilities Act transition plan and a land
management strategy for long term management.

Key Challenges:
•

The Conservancy owns over 4,700 parcels, and 6,500 acres. These parcels must be
managed and maintained on an ongoing basis. Eighty seven percent of these parcels
are less than a half an acre in size intermixed within residential communities, which
adds to the complexity and challenges of management. Management costs have
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•
•

•

increased over time and several of the funding sources dedicated to property
management purposes are flat or declining.
While the Strategic Plan identified the development of a land management plan as a
top priority, the Conservancy was not able to complete this effort due to funding and
staffing constraints.
The Conservancy has a number of management challenges associated with its
ownership, including a backlog of encroachments and boundary disputes. The
number of encroachments increased from 264 in 2012 to 396 in 2016. Given funding
constraints, the Conservancy is not able to resolve more encroachments than are
discovered annually.
Due to the pace and scale of acquisitions in the 1980s and 1990s, the Conservancy
did not complete surveys of many acquired properties in advance of acquisition. This
created management challenges for addressing encroachments and in processing
land transactions, such as easements. The Conservancy has had only a small budget
available to complete a limited number of surveys each year, which has contributed
to the encroachment backlog.

B. Complete Federal, State, and Local Land Exchanges
Key Accomplishments:
•

•

•

USFS/Conservancy/DPR Exchange: Secured Congressional authorization
through the Lake Tahoe Restoration Act for a large scale land exchange through
which the USFS would exchange over 2,000 urban lots for about 80 larger
Conservancy parcels of about the same total acreage.
DPR/Conservancy Land Exchange: Completed first of a series of planned
exchanges with DPR to consolidate DPR ownerships adjacent to Washoe Meadows
and Emerald Bay State Parks and Conservancy ownerships in the Rubicon
neighborhood on the west shore.
City of South Lake Tahoe/Conservancy Exchange: Completed a land
exchange with the City to improve management efficiency and further program
objectives. The Conservancy received almost 33 acres, including 24 acres along the
UTR for exchange of about 19 acres to the City.

Key Challenges:
•

•

Lack of staff resources has prevented the Conservancy and USFS from moving
forward with the exchange, but staff are developing a strategy through which the
Conservancy may be able to secure responsibility and funding for managing USFS
urban lots through a USFS Good Neighbor agreement, which allows the USFS to
enter into cooperative agreements or contracts with states to perform forest
management services on National Forest System lands.
Staff time has also limited our ability to pursue potential interagency agreements or
exchanges to better manage overlapping public agency lands in north shore.
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C. Improve the Land Coverage and Marketable Rights Programs
Key Accomplishments:
•
•

•

TRPA Development Rights Workgroup: Actively participated and provided
funding for TRPA’s workgroup, which is seeking to streamline TRPA’s development
rights system.
TRPA Excess Coverage Mitigation Task Force: Participated in TRPA’s Excess
Coverage Mitigation (ECM) task force between 2014 and 2015, which developed and
implemented modifications to TRPA’s ECM fee program to better facilitate and
mitigate impacts from development.
Land Bank Coverage and Development Commodities: Between 2012 and
2017 the Conservancy’s Land Bank sold over 220,000 square feet of coverage and
other development rights commodities.

Key Challenges:
•

There continues to be a lack of available commodities for appropriate
development projects.

D. Increase Public Awareness of the Value of Conservancy Lands
Key Accomplishments:
•
•
•
•

Publications: Began preparing annual reports in 2014 and monthly newsletters in
2017 to better document and increase awareness of Conservancy lands.
EIP Tracker: Documented and tracked land management accomplishments
through TRPA’s new EIP tracking system.
Signage: Developed new signage system in 2014 and posted signs with the
Conservancy’s logo on about 4,650 of the Conservancy’s 4700 parcels. The
remainder will be posted in 2018.
Website: Developed a new Conservancy website and increased users from about
1,000 users in July 2014 to 2,100 users in January 2018, a 110 percent increase.

Key Challenges:
•

Loss of dedicated communications staff prevented the Conservancy from
significantly improving its outreach. The Conservancy hopes to fill a new position in
2018.
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Strategy IV: Strengthening Conservancy Operations
The Conservancy’s operations, including its budgeting, accounting, information
technology, and human resources systems, had long been a neglected part of the
organization, but are now essential to function at a high level, and to handle increasingly
complex projects with funding from multiple sources, challenging security issues,
growing reporting requirements, and sensitive personnel issues.

A. Develop Financial Sustainability Strategy
Key Accomplishments:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

State and Federal Grants: Aggressively sought and secured State and federal
grants to supplement traditional revenue sources.
Full Cost Recovery: Developed new accounting and timekeeping systems to allow
for full cost recovery.
License Plate Sales: Developed a Plates for Powder campaign and other
marketing tools to maintain about $1 million in annual revenue from license plate
sales.
Office Space: Renegotiated the Conservancy office space lease to save $92,256 or
17 percent, and are now seeking funding to evaluate the purchase, lease, or
construction of new office facilities.
Shared Resources: As noted above, negotiated agreements with DPR to manage
our north shore beaches and Nevada State Parks to manage Van Sickle Bi-State Park.
Negotiated and maintained a Joint Powers Agreement with the Tahoe RCD for land
management services.
Land Bank/Property Sales: Sold two “asset” lands in South Lake Tahoe, and
generated more than $1.4 million from sales of coverage and other land bank
transactions.
Organizational Efficiencies: Implemented several efforts to gain efficiencies and
reduce costs while maintaining an effective organization (e.g., staffing was reduced
by about 20 percent to 37.0 positions, information technology was used to create
efficiencies in data base maintenance, project tracking, and fiscal and human
resources recordkeeping).

Key Challenges:
•

Over the past five years, a decline in traditional funding sources has prompted
the Conservancy to explore different sustainable long-term financial scenarios.
The elimination of General Fund support and exhaustion of most bond funding
streams resulted in a need for a major adjustment to the support, local assistance,
and capital budgets. The Conservancy had to aggressively prioritize, reorganize
and implement cost cutting and revenue enhancing strategies to sustain its
operations. With the amount of assured funding limited, the Conservancy
navigated a set of ongoing and emerging fiscal issues and trends, including:
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o Land Management costs increased and several of the funding sources
dedicated to property management purposes were flat or declining.
o The model for funding and implementing projects changed. Throughout much
of the EIP era, the Conservancy had the financial ability to self-fund its direct
projects, as well as those of its grantees. Project finance is now often the result
of an interagency cooperative, collaborative effort where funding is packaged
from among several sources. In many cases, the Conservancy is now a grant
recipient rather than a grantor.
o As discussed, packaging project funding has become increasingly important.
The Conservancy actively requested increased budgetary authority to seek
grant funds. The Conservancy built on existing relationships with federal
funding entities such as the USACE, Bureau of Reclamation, and Bureau of
Land Management.
•

The current “boom and bust” cycle of Conservancy funding through voterapproved bonds makes it challenging to plan and develop projects and programs
and build an organization to implement Strategic Plan goals.

B. Increase Operational Efficiency
Key Accomplishments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tracking and Budgeting: Improved tracking and budgeting of projects
through new project line item capital and local assistance budget.
Reporting and Contract Administration: Standardized budget and fiscal
reporting systems through the new statewide accounting and budgeting system
(Fi$cal).
Contracting: Converted several professional service contracts for information
technology and land management services to State positions.
Timekeeping: Implemented a new paperless and electronic timekeeping
system (Tempo).
Geographic Information Systems (GIS): Significantly improved our GIS
systems, providing staff with powerful web-based tools for mapping, geospatial
analysis, and remote data collection.
Property Management: As described above, developed and launched a
centralized system (PDMS) to track property management information.
Information Technology: Secured a data hosting agreement with CNRA
resulting in predictable and fixed information technology expenses.

Key Challenges:
•

The recent transition to more centralized State accounting and information
technology systems impacted reliability and timeliness of data, payments, and
reporting.
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C. Strengthen Human Resource Development
Key Accomplishments:
•
•
•
•

Human Resources staff: Hired in-house staff to replace contracted human
resources services, which has significantly expanded our level of service and
provided more personal attention to staff.
Retirements/Succession Planning: Filled several key positions after
retirements of long-serving staff.
Professional Development/Training: Increased training opportunities for
all staff, including courses on CEQA, Project Management, writing skills, and
other topics.
Career Planning: Developed an annual process and budget to provide job
required, job related, and career related training for all staff.

Key Challenges:
•

Career mobility opportunities are limited in a small agency.

D. Improve Communications
Key Accomplishments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Website: As noted above, developed a new Conservancy website and increased
users from about 1,000 users in July 2014 to 2,100 users in January 2018, a 110
percent increase.
Annual Reports: Began issuing annual reports in 2014 to showcase Conservancy
accomplishments and provide accountability.
Executive Director’s Report: Issued Executive Director’s Reports as part of
Board meeting packets to highlight new and ongoing Conservancy projects and
programs.
ED Newsletter: In 2017, began issuing monthly newsletters to share program,
project, and staffing updates with the Board and staff.
License Plate Marketing: Maintained and strengthened license plate marketing
through winter Plates for Powder campaign, and pilot tested a summer Plates for
Projects program.
Internal Communications: Maintained weekly meetings of all senior staff and
monthly all-hands meetings, and launched quarterly “fireside chats” with each
program and the Executive and Deputy Directors to solicit feedback on key issues.
Tours: Hosted dozens of tours throughout the spring, summer, and fall for staff,
Board members, legislators, funders, key stakeholders, and the public.
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Key Challenges:
•
•

Lack of communications position has delayed efforts to upgrade and update website,
improve newsletters and license plate campaign, develop annual reports, and
showcase projects.
Need to continue to improve internal communications and Board involvement and
awareness of programs and projects.
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Conclusion
As demonstrated in the previous pages, the Conservancy has achieved many of the key
goals of its 2012-2107 Strategic Plan. In particular, with the passage of Proposition 1 and
remaining funds from previous bonds and new grants, the Conservancy was able to
invest in a broad range of high priority projects and programs while maintaining its
commitment to managing its large inventory of lands.
Summary of Key Accomplishments
To further the goals of the EIP and Regional Plan, the Conservancy’s most significant
accomplishments included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completing the final plan for the UTR Marsh, one of the most important
restoration projects in the history of the Basin;
Investing in the transformation of one of the Basin’s most visible and popular
lakefront parks: KBSRA;
Opening Van Sickle Bi-State Park in partnership with Nevada State Parks;
Launching the new TLC program to refocus land acquisition efforts to support
the new Regional Plan;
Investing in Basin-wide AIS, storm water, public access, and climate adaptation
plans to guide priority setting and coordinate projects;
Launching the LTW and TCSI and hosting the first full-time coordinator of the
Basin’s forest management programs; and
Performing ongoing high quality management and improvement of more than
4,700 parcels.

The Conservancy also made significant progress in upgrading its land management,
fiscal, and budget operations by:
•
•
•

Developing a comprehensive PDMS;
Significantly upgrading our fiscal, accounting, information technology, and
timekeeping systems; and
Enhancing our human resources services through in-house staff.

Finally, and most important, the Conservancy retained most of its key staff and filled
several vacancies from retirements with outstanding new hires at all levels.
Summary of Key Challenges
Despite these accomplishments, the Conservancy struggled to achieve its Strategic Plan
goals in a few key areas:
•

Securing more reliable sources of funding to facilitate planning and minimize the
“boom and bust” cycle of bonds;
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•
•
•

Completing a comprehensive land management plan to guide decision-making
and potentially providing revenue from its lands;
Decreasing the backlog of encroachments and securing funding for ongoing
maintenance issues; and
Improving communications and showcasing Conservancy efforts with the Board,
key stakeholders, and the public.

Front Cover Photo Credit
Nick Spannagle
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TAH O E CO N S E RVA N C Y S T R AT E G I C P L A N

INTRODUCTION
;OL*HSPMVYUPH;HOVL*VUZLY]HUJ`OHZHSVUNOPZ[VY`VMZPNUPÄJHU[HJOPL]LTLU[ZPU[OL3HRL;HOVL)HZPU
For almost three decades the Conservancy, in collaboration with its partners, has led the state’s efforts to
invest in projects that protect and restore the Basin’s natural and recreational resources.
This strategic plan comes at a time of dramatic changes in the priorities and resources of the Conservancy
and other public agencies in the Basin. Several long-awaited regional planning efforts are now completed
or nearly completed, including the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency’s (TRPA) Regional Plan Update, the
Lahontan Water Board’s Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) requirements, and the US Forest Service’s updated
Forest Plan. These efforts, in turn, are increasingly directed at addressing new and emerging challenges in the
)HZPUPUJS\KPUN[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMZ\Z[HPUHISL^HSRHISLHUK[YHUZP[MYPLUKS`JVTT\UP[PLZHUK[OLWV[LU[PHSS`
far-reaching impacts of climate change and aquatic invasive species.
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Conservancy for these new priorities and for its ongoing restoration, public access, and land management
activities. To address these challenges, the Conservancy’s primary focus for the next several years will be to:
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and climate change initiatives;
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and 3) leading the state’s effort to coordinate and integrate public and private investments that improve the
environmental and economic health of the Basin.
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THE TAH O E CO NSERVANCY
The Conservancy is a state agency within the Natural Resources Agency of the state of California. State law
LZ[HISPZOLK[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`PUP[ZWYLZLU[MVYTPU MVY[OLW\YWVZLZVMWYV[LJ[PUNHUKYLZ[VYPUN3HRL
Tahoe’s natural environment, including water quality, air quality, and wildlife habitat; acquiring, restoring,
and managing lands; preserving the scenic beauty and recreational opportunities of the region; and
providing public access.
The Conservancy’s jurisdiction spans the California side of the Basin and covers approximately
ZX\HYLTPSLZ;OPZZLY]PJLHYLHPUJS\KLZ[OL*P[`VM:V\[O3HRL;HOVLHUKWVY[PVUZVM,S+VYHKV*V\U[`
and Placer County.
Mission
+\YPUN[OLZ[YH[LNPJWSHUUPUNWYVJLZZ[OLTHUHNLTLU[[LHTTVKPÄLK[OLVYPNPUHSTPZZPVUZ[H[LTLU[
VM[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`[VIL[[LYYLÅLJ[[OLHNLUJ`»Z]PZPVUHUK[VZPTWSPM`P[ZTLZZHNL[V[OLJVTT\UP[`
The mission of the Tahoe Conservancy is to lead California’s efforts to restore and
enhance the extraordinary natural and recreational resources of the Basin.
Vision
The Conservancy envisions a Basin where:
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(Z[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`THWZP[Z]PZPVUP[^PSSJVU[PU\L[VWLYMVYTP[Z^VYRPUIHSHUJL^P[O[OLZVJPHSLU]PYVUTLU[HS
and economic needs of the Basin.
Guiding Principles
The Conservancy uses the following guiding principles:




PTWSLTLU[WYVQLJ[Z\ZPUNH¸Z`Z[LTZ¹HWWYVHJO[VILULÄ[T\S[PWSLYLZV\YJLHYLHZ"





\ZL[OLILZ[H]HPSHISLZJPLUJL[VWYPVYP[PaLHJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[WYVK\JL
[OLTVZ[LU]PYVUTLU[HSHUKLJVZ`Z[LTILULÄ["





^VYRJVSSHIVYH[P]LS`^P[OV[OLYHNLUJPLZ[VLUZ\YL[OLPTWSLTLU[H[PVU
of the highest-priority Basin projects regardless of land ownership;





HJ[P]LS`TVUP[VYWYVQLJ[ZHUKZ\WWVY[YLZLHYJO[VPUJYLHZL[OLIVK`VMRUV^SLKNL
available and contribute to future project success;





HKHW[P]LS`THUHNLJVTWSL[LKWYVQLJ[ZHUK*VUZLY]HUJ`SHUKZ[VLUZ\YL
all investments continue to provide the highest possible resource value;





J\S[P]H[LWHY[ULYZOPWZ^P[OV[OLYNV]LYUTLU[HNLUJPLZUVUWYVÄ[VYNHUPaH[PVUZ
and the private sector to implement projects;





YLTHPUÅL_PISL[VLMMLJ[P]LS`\[PSPaLM\UKPUNHUKPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVWWVY[\UP[PLZ"HUK





Z[YH[LNPJHSS`IHSHUJL[OL\ZLVM*VUZLY]HUJ`Z[HMM(TLYP*VYWZ=VS\U[LLYZWHY[ULYVYNHUPaH[PVUZ
and private contractors to complete program activities.

Governance
An eight-member Board of Directors governs the Conservancy. It consists of:




[OL:[H[L:LJYL[HY`MVY5H[\YHS9LZV\YJLZVYKLZPNULL"





[OL:[H[L+PYLJ[VYVM-PUHUJLVYKLZPNULL"





VULHWWVPU[LKYLWYLZLU[H[P]LMYVTLHJOVM[OL[OYLL*HSPMVYUPHQ\YPZKPJ[PVUZPU[OL)HZPU!
,S+VYHKV*V\U[`7SHJLY*V\U[`HUK[OL*P[`VM:V\[O3HRL;HOVL"





[^VHWWVPU[LKTLTILYZVM[OLW\ISPJ"HUK





VULL_VMÄJPVUVU]V[PUNTLTILYYLWYLZLU[PUN[OL<UP[LK:[H[LZ:LJYL[HY`VM(NYPJ\S[\YL

This structure of governance allows for active, focused participation by state, local, and public interests.
Partnerships
The Conservancy coordinates with a variety of federal and state agencies, the Washoe Tribe, regional and local
Q\YPZKPJ[PVUZ[OLZJPLUJLJVTT\UP[`HUKUVUWYVÄ[VYNHUPaH[PVUZ;OLZLWHY[ULYZOPWZHYLJLU[YHS[V[OLZ\JJLZZ
of projects and regional planning efforts in the Basin. Furthermore, the Conservancy maintains a dialogue with
the public to ensure local input and understanding of project objectives.
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THE TAH O E CO NSERVANCY, 1984–2011
The Conservancy was established in 1984 to
preserve, protect, restore, enhance, and sustain
[OL\UPX\LHUKZPNUPÄJHU[UH[\YHSYLZV\YJLZHUK
recreational values of the Basin. The second state
conservancy to be activated (following the State
*VHZ[HS*VUZLY]HUJ`P[VWLULKP[ZVMÄJLZPU
the Basin in June 1985. Since its inception, the
Conservancy has invested over $382 million in a
broad range of conservation and recreation projects,
as shown in Figure 1.
The Conservancy’s initial focus was a mass
acquisition program involving the purchase of
Figure 1: Conservancy Investments, 1984–2011
(in millions)

environmentally sensitive lands for water quality
protection purposes. The target parcels included
thousands of small, vacant, subdivided lots on
erodible, steep lands or in wetland areas which
JHUHJ[[VÄS[LYV\[ZLKPTLU[ZILMVYL[OL`YLHJO
[OL3HRLHUK[VWYL]LU[[OLLU]PYVUTLU[HSPTWHJ[Z
of additional development on these lands. As shown
in Figure 2, the Conservancy acquired the vast
majority of these parcels in its early years.
By 1986, the Conservancy had achieved several
TPSLZ[VULZPUJS\KPUN[OLH^HYKVMP[ZÄYZ[ZVPSLYVZPVU
JVU[YVSNYHU[ZHJX\PZP[PVUVMP[ZÄYZ[SHRLMYVU[HJJLZZ
parcel in Kings Beach, and the development of its
land management program.
Through the late 1980s and into the 1990s,
the Conservancy conceived and launched a
comprehensive set of programs to address the
full range of resource needs and objectives at
3HRL;HOVLPUJS\KPUNLYVZPVUJVU[YVS^H[LYZOLK
restoration, wildlife, recreation, and public access.
;OLZLWYVNYHTZILJHTLHRL`JVTWVULU[VM
the Tahoe region’s successful cooperative and
collaborative approach to strengthen the environment
and economy.
The Conservancy’s signature programs and
accomplishments include the following:
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Environmentally Sensitive Lands – $108.5
TPSSPVUMVYHJX\PZP[PVUVMWHYJLSZ
acres to reduce development potential and
for water quality protection purposes.

Figure 2: Conservancy Parcels Purchased per Year





Land Bank – Over $8.2 million to establish
HSHUKIHURHJX\PYLHUKYLZ[VYLJV]LYHNL
HUKIYVRLYTHYRL[HISLYPNO[ZMVZ[LYPUN
sustainable development and facilitating
over 6,000 Basin projects, and generating
TVYL[OHU TPSSPVU[VM\UKSHUK
management and restoration programs.





Stormwater Management – Over $105.1
million in grants to local governments
for 102 erosion control projects along
133 miles of public rights-of-way.





Watershed Restoration – Over $55 million
[VHJX\PYLYLZ[VYLHUKVYLUOHUJLKPZ[\YILK
Z[YLHTaVULZOHIP[H[HYLHZHUKV[OLY
watershed lands – including the Upper
;Y\JRLL>HYKHUK)SHJR^VVKKYHPUHNLZ
the largest and most disturbed watersheds
in the Basin.





Forest Health – Over $19.8 million for
M\LSOHaHYKYLK\J[PVUHUKMVYLZ[OHIP[H[
enhancement projects on over 2,400 acres,
providing healthier, more diverse forests
and increased public safety.





Public Access and Recreation –6]LY 
million for enhancement of existing recreation
facilities and acquisition and development
of new recreation opportunities, including
over two miles and 630 acres of shoreline

and 45 miles of trails.




Land Management – Over $13 million
for responsible management of acquired
lands, ranging from open space retention to
restoration of natural resource values to active
management for recreational purposes.

;OL 7YLZPKLU[PHS-VY\TH[3HRL;HOVL
ushered in a new era for the Basin and the
Conservancy. The event spurred the adoption
of the Environmental Improvement Program (EIP),
a collaborative, public-private effort to invest in
capital improvement projects necessary to restore
and improve the Basin’s natural and recreational
resources.
The Conservancy assumed a leadership role in
M\SÄSSPUN[OLZ[H[LVM*HSPMVYUPH»ZJVTTP[TLU[[V
fund and implement the EIP. As shown in Figure 3,
the Conservancy has secured appropriations from
the state’s general fund and a series of statewide
bond measures, including Propositions 12, 40, 50,
and 84, to support its projects and programs. The
*VUZLY]HUJ`OHZPU]LZ[LKTVYL[OHU TPSSPVU
in EIP-related land acquisition, water quality,
restoration, and public recreation projects, from
1999-2011. As shown in Figure 4, these investments
have been distributed fairly evenly between projects
PU[OL*P[`VM:V\[O3HRL;HOVL,S+VYHKV*V\U[`
and Placer County.
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Figure 3: Sources of Conservancy Funding 1999–2011 (in millions)

Federal
Bonds
General Fund
Other Special Funds
Dedicated Funds –
Including One Time Land
Bank Fees in FY 09–11
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Figure 4: Geographic Distribution of Conservancy Investments 1999–2011 (in millions)

Eldorado County – $71.1

City of South Lake Tahoe – $85.2

Placer County – $77.4

$33.4 Access Grants
$33.9 Conservancy Acquisitions
$35.8 SEZ/Wildlife Grants
$56.0 Water Quality Grants
$74.6 Conservancy Direct Projects
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SWOT ANALYSIS – Stengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & Threats
(RL`LSLTLU[VM[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`»ZZ[YH[LNPJWSHUUPUNWYVJLZZ^HZHUPUKLWLUKLU[HZZLZZTLU[VM[OL
Z[YLUN[OZ^LHRULZZLZVWWVY[\UP[PLZHUK[OYLH[Z:>6;VM[OLVYNHUPaH[PVU:[YLHTSPUL*VUZ\S[PUN.YV\W
PU[LY]PL^LK *VUZLY]HUJ`Z[HMMTLTILYZLPNO[IVHYKTLTILYZHUKWHY[ULYZ[HRLOVSKLYZPUJS\KPUN!
















7SHJLY*V\U[`
<:-VYLZ[:LY]PJL
;HOVL9LNPVUHS7SHUUPUN(NLUJ`
:\Z[HPUHISL9LZV\YJL(K]VJH[LZ
5L]HKH;HOVL;LHT
,U]PYVUTLU[HS7YV[LJ[PVU(NLUJ`
;HOVL9LZV\YJL*VUZLY]H[PVU+PZ[YPJ[















;HOVL*P[`7<+
3HOVU[HU9LNPVUHS>H[LY8\HSP[`)VHYK
*HSPMVYUPH:[H[L7HYRZ
,U]PYVUTLU[HS0UJLU[P]LZ
*VUZLY]H[PVUJVTT\UP[`3LHN\L[V:H]L
3HRL;HOVL:PLYYH5L]HKH(SSPHUJL
and various friends groups)

Strengths¶RL`Z[YLUN[OZJP[LKHJYVZZHSSZ[HRLOVSKLYNYV\WZ^LYL[OL!












4PZZPVUVM[OLVYNHUPaH[PVU
8\HSP[`VMZ[HMM
3LHKLYZOPWVM[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`[VNL[WYVQLJ[ZKVUL
9LW\[H[PVUHUKPTHNLVM[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`[OL^OP[LRUPNO[
(JJVTWSPZOTLU[ZVM[OLVYNHUPaH[PVUHJYVZZP[ZSPMLZWHU

0UNLULYHS[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`PZH^LSSYLZWLJ[LKVYNHUPaH[PVU[OH[PZZLLUHZNL[[PUNYLZ\S[ZMVY[OL)HZPU0[PZ
VM[LUSVVRLK[VMVYSLHKLYZOPWPUHK]VJH[PUNMVYM\UKZHUKPKLU[PM`PUNWYPVYP[`WYVQLJ[Z;OLIYVHKTPZZPVUHSSV^Z
[OLVYNHUPaH[PVU[VKL[LYTPUL[OLILZ[WYPVYP[PLZMVY[OL)HZPUHUK^VYR[VTHRL[OLZLOHWWLU/V^L]LYHZ^L
^PSSZLLILSV^[OPZIYVHKTPZZPVUJHUHSZVSLHK[VSHJRVMJSHYP[`HYV\UKYVSLHUK]PZPVU
Weaknesses¶^LHRULZZLZVM[OLVYNHUPaH[PVU^LYLJP[LKHZ!










3HJRVMM\[\YLM\UKPUN
7\ISPJYLSH[PVUZJVTT\UPJH[PVUZ¶NLULYHSH^HYLULZZVM^OH[[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`KVLZ
(^H]LYPUNVYNHUPaH[PVUHS]PZPVU
0U[LYUHSVWLYH[PVUZ

3HJRVMM\UKPUN^HZJP[LKHZ[OLWYPTHY`^LHRULZZVM[OLVYNHUPaH[PVUHUK[OPZPZTVYLHJVUKP[PVUVM[OLZ[H[L
HUKMLKLYHSM\UKPUNWPJ[\YL3HJRVMH^HYLULZZVM[OLVYNHUPaH[PVU^HZHSZVTLU[PVULK/PZ[VYPJHSS`[OPZHNLUJ`
OHZ¸ÅV^U\UKLY[OLYHKHY¹HUKQ\Z[NV[[LU[OLQVIKVUL;VKH`»ZYLHSP[`JHSSZMVY[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`[VPUMVYTP[Z
Z[HRLOVSKLYZHZ[V^OH[P[PZKVPUNHUK[OL]HS\LP[JHUIYPUN[V[OLYLNPVU(^LHRULZZJP[LKTHPUS`MYVTZ[HMM
HUKL_[LYUHSZ[HRLOVSKLYZ^HZH^H]LYPUN]PZPVUMYVTSLHKLYZOPW>LHYLOVWPUN[OLZ[YH[LNPJWSHUUPUNWYVJLZZ
^PSSOLSWNP]LJSHYP[`[V[OL]PZPVUHUKKPYLJ[PVUVM[OLVYNHUPaH[PVU-PUHSS`P[^HZUV[LK[OH[[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`OHZ
VWLYH[LKT\JOSPRLHZ[HY[\WV]LYP[ZSPML[PTLHUKP[MVJ\ZLKTVZ[S`VUW\YJOHZPUNSHUKHUKNL[[PUNWYVQLJ[Z
done and paid little heed to operational consistencies. A focus on cleaning up the operations side of the house
^PSSOLSW[OLVYNHUPaH[PVUNHPU[YLTLUKV\ZLMÄJPLUJPLZHZ^LSSHZNYLH[LYPUZPNO[[V[OLI\ZPULZZVWLYH[PVUZVM
[OLVYNHUPaH[PVU
Opportunities – for opportunities it was suggested that the Conservancy:




7SH`HIPNNLYYVSLPUJVVYKPUH[PUNWYVQLJ[Z[VIL[[LYTHW[VZ[H[LM\UKPUNYLX\PYLTLU[Z
and overall Basin priorities
0TWYV]LJVTT\UPJH[PVUZ7\ISPJYLSH[PVUZVM[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`
,_WSVYLWYP]H[LM\UKPUNVWWVY[\UP[PLZ
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With respect to the above, the Conservancy is well-positioned to do each one. Increasingly the
Conservancy is playing a lead role on the California side helping partners map their projects to
changing funding requirements while still mapping to overall Basin-wide goals. In fact, recent
SLNPZSH[PVUOHZKLZPNUH[LK[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`HZ[OL*HSPMVYUPHSLHKLU[P[`YLZWVUZPISLMVY[YHJRPUN
information and reporting out measurements and results for all California agencies engaged in the
EIP process. The Conservancy has also played an instrumental role in the creation of the Tahoe Fund,
HWYP]H[LMV\UKH[PVU[OH[ZLLRZ[VKYP]LWYP]H[LZLJ[VYJVU[YPI\[PVUZMVY)HZPU^PKLYLZ[VYH[PVU
and access projects.
(UKSHZ[S`[OLZ[H[LTHUKH[LZVM()HUK:)[HYNL[LK[V^HYKJSPTH[LJOHUNLHUKNYLLUOV\ZL
gas emission reduction suggest that future projects must map to these directives in order to be eligible
for funds. This means that projects and planning will need to be more integrated and comprehensive
to be competitive.
Threats¶[OYLH[ZJP[LK^LYLWYPTHYPS`ÄUHUJPHSHUKM\UKPUNIHZLK0[^HZHSZVUV[LK[OH[[OL
*VUZLY]HUJ`JV\SKOH]LKVULHIL[[LYQVI[YHJRPUNHUKJVTT\UPJH[PUNP[ZHJOPL]LTLU[ZHUK
the overall achievements of the EIP now that the time has come to advocate for more funds.
Additionally, many indicated that it is a critical time for the Conservancy to clarify its vision and
role so that there is less confusion and more alignment of focus.
:L]LYHSZ[HRLOVSKLYZLTWOHZPaLK[OH[[OL)HZPUMHJLZZVTLVM[OLSHYNLZ[LJVUVTPJHUKLU]PYVUTLU[HS
PZZ\LZVMP[Z[PTL;OL[OYLH[VMJH[HZ[YVWOPJ^PSKÄYLHX\H[PJPU]HZP]LZWLJPLZHUKNSVIHSJSPTH[L
change will require greater coordination and collaboration among the federal and state agencies
HJYVZZ[OL)HZPU/V^L]LY[OLZLVYNHUPaH[PVUZHYLPUÅ\_HZ[OL`KLHS^P[O[OLPYV^UKLJSPUPUN
I\KNL[ZHUKJHWHJP[PLZ[VNL[[OL^VYRKVUL
Conclusion/Conservancy Role
)HZLKVU[OLZLZ[HRLOVSKLYKPZJ\ZZPVUZHZ^LSSHZPU[LYUHSZ[HMMHUK)VHYKKPZJ\ZZPVUZ
[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`ZOV\SKV]LY[OLUL_[Ä]L`LHYZMVJ\ZP[Z^VYRPU[^VRL`HYLHZ!



 ,U]PYVUTLU[HS0TWYV]LTLU[7YVNYHT)HZPU^PKLWYPVYP[`WYVQLJ[Z
 9LNPVUHSWVSPJ`HUKJVVYKPUH[PVUULLKZVM[OL)HZPU

+\L[V[OLLTLYNPUNWYLZZ\YLZVM()HUK:)HUKULLKMVYTVYLZ\Z[HPUHISLYLNPVUHSWSHUUPUN
the Conservancy should be mapping to the emerging sustainable planning model when focusing its
^VYR*VUZLY]HUJ`WYPVYP[PLZHUKWSHUUPUN^PSSTHW[V[OLZLYLNPVUHSWVSPJ`HUKZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`LMMVY[Z
This will require greater integration and coordination with partners and projects as a greater systems
HWWYVHJOPZ[HRLU;OPZ^PSSHSZVHSSV^MVYNYLH[LYVWWVY[\UP[PLZ[VPKLU[PM`HUKSL]LYHNLZOHYLK
resources. Mapping to these priorities will allow the Basin and partners to achieve greater integration
HUKJVVYKPUH[PVU^P[OWYVQLJ[Z^OPJO^PSSPU[\YUTHRL[OLTTVYLH[[YHJ[P]LMVYM\UKPUN
There are strategic implications to this shift in role. It means that the Conservancy will provide less
KPYLJ[V]LYZPNO[[VNYHU[ZWYLMLYYPUN[V^VYR^P[OWHY[ULYZVUHTVYLZ[YH[LNPJSL]LS0[HSZVZ\NNLZ[Z
[OH[[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`Z[HMM^PSSWSH`TVYLVMHNLULYHSPZ[YVSLHUKSLZZVMHZJPLU[PÄJVUL(KKP[PVUHSS`
[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`^PSSUV[[HRLVUH¸WHYRTHUHNLY¹YVSLWYLMLYYPUN[VSLH]L[OH[YVSL[V:[H[L7HYRZ
HUKV[OLYVYNHUPaH[PVUZ[OH[OH]LHZ[YVUNLYTHUKH[LMVY[OPZ^VYR

TAH O E CO N S E RVA N C Y S T R AT E G I C P L A N
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LO O K I N G AHE AD – TH E TAH O E CO NSERVANCY, 2012– 2017
The Conservancy’s priorities will continue to evolve in
response to emerging challenges and opportunities.
During the next several years, the Conservancy’s
major focus will be on leading the state’s efforts
to complete high priority EIP projects now in the
WSHUUPUNZ[HNLZ^OPSLZLLRPUN[VZLJ\YLSVUN[LYT
funding for the EIP. It will also place much more
emphasis on coordinating and integrating these
projects into a comprehensive and collaborative
sustainability planning effort with its federal, state,
local, and private partners in the Basin.
;OL*VUZLY]HUJ`^PSSHSZVZLLR[VTVYLLMMLJ[P]LS`
address new and emerging challenges, including
the threats of aquatic invasive species and climate
change, and to better align state agency efforts to
protect and improve the natural and recreational
resources of the Basin. As the only state agency
MVJ\ZLKLU[PYLS`VU[OL)HZPUHUK^P[OHSVUN[YHJR
record of collaboration, the Conservancy is well
WVZP[PVULK[V^VYR^P[OP[ZZ[H[LHUKSVJHSWHY[ULYZ
to coordinate and integrate public and private
investments in water quality, watershed restoration,
recreation, land acquisition and management, and
other programs to improve the environmental and
LJVUVTPJOLHS[OVM3HRL;HOVL
Given its severe budget constraints, the Conservancy
^PSSHSZVPUJYLHZPUNS`ZLLR[VZLJ\YLNYHU[ZHUKV[OLY
cost-share agreements with its partner agencies,
reduce its operating costs, and develop an asset
management strategy to generate revenue to support
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its ongoing programs and operations. A top priority
will be to develop sustainable, long-term funding
for its ongoing programs and operations.
Strategies, Key Actions, and Performance
Measures
The Tahoe Conservancy Strategic Plan contains four
primary strategies to achieve its mission and vision:




3LHK*HSPMVYUPH»Z,MMVY[Z
on Sustainability, Climate Change,
and other Basin-wide Initiatives





0U]LZ[PU/PNO7YPVYP[`*VUZLY]H[PVUHUK
Recreation (EIP) Projects and Programs





,MMLJ[P]LS`4HUHNL*VUZLY]HUJ`3HUKZ
and Assets





:[YLUN[OLU*VUZLY]HUJ`6WLYH[PVUZ

S T R AT E G Y I
Lead California’s Basin Efforts on Sustainability,
Climate Change, and other area-wide Initiatives
>P[O[OLYLJLU[WHZZHNLVM():)HUK
other new mandates, state and federal funding
priorities are shifting rapidly in support of projects
that are consistent with local sustainability and
climate action plans, reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, improve the health and resiliency
of the Basin’s forests and watersheds, and help
create sustainable, more livable communities.
9LJVNUPaPUN[OLZL[YLUKZ[OL;HOVL*VUZLY]HUJ`
partnered with the Tahoe Metropolitan Planning
6YNHUPaH[PVU;476HUKHJVHSP[PVUVMSVJHSHUK
YLNPVUHSHNLUJPLZHUKUVUWYVÄ[HNLUJPLZPUH
successful effort to secure nearly $2 million in
planning grants from California’s Strategic Growth
*V\UJPS[VKL]LSVWHUKPTWSLTLU[H3HRL;HOVL
Sustainable Communities Strategy.
This collaborative effort will be a major focus of the
*VUZLY]HUJ`MVY[OLUL_[ZL]LYHS`LHYZHZ^LZLLR
to align Conservancy and other public and private
projects and programs, including the EIP, in support of
the Basin’s sustainability objectives. The Conservancy
^PSSIL^VYRPUNJSVZLS`^P[OP[ZMLKLYHSZ[H[LHUKSVJHS
WHY[ULYZHUKZ[HRLOVSKLYZVUZL]LYHSZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`
and climate change initiatives, including development
of a new Basin-wide Sustainability Collaborative,
KL]LSVWTLU[VMH3HRL;HOVL:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`(J[PVU
Plan, and a new grants program to assist local
NV]LYUTLU[ZHUKUVUWYVÄ[VYNHUPaH[PVUZPUM\UKPUN
innovative sustainability projects and programs.
The Conservancy will also continue to support
several collaborative interagency initatives, including
development of a TMDL implementation plan,
an Integrated Regional Water Management Plan
(IRWMP), a Tahoe Yellow Cress Conservation
Strategy, and others.
Strategy 1A – Support Lake Tahoe’s Sustainability
Communities Program

development of Sustainability Collaborative to build
public support and involvement in sustainability
efforts in the Basin; 2) an evaluation of the current
and projected impacts of climate change on the
environment and economy of the Basin; 3) a
comprehensive Sustainability Action Plan to provide
HMYHTL^VYRMVY[OL)HZPU»ZW\ISPJHUKWYP]H[LJSPTH[L
change mitigation and adaptation programs; and
4) assistance to local governments in developing
compact and sustainable communities.
Key Actions:
>P[OP[ZWHY[ULYHNLUJPLZHUKZ[HRLOVSKLYZ
the Conservancy will:




:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`*VSSHIVYH[P]L! facilitate
[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VM[OL3HRL;HOVL
Sustainability Collaborative.





./.,TPZZPVUZ0U]LU[VY`!complete the
regional green house gas emissions inventory
and baseline forecasting scenarios.





./.9LK\J[PVU;HYNL[Z! establish green
house gas emission reduction targets at local
and regional scales by sources and sectors.





:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`(J[PVU7SHU! develop a menu
of adaptation and mitigation strategies,
performance measures, outreach programs,
HUKH[YHJRPUNHUKYLWVY[PUNZ`Z[LTHZWHY[
VM[OL3HRL;HOVL:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`(J[PVU7SHU





:\Z[HPUHISL*VTT\UP[PLZ!update local
NV]LYUTLU[WSHUZJVKLZHUKaVUPUN
to promote compact development and
^HSRHISLSP]HISLHUKIPRLHUK
transit-friendly communities

Performance Targets:


Attain the Basin’s forthcoming sustainability
indicators, including reductions in vehicle
miles traveled and GHG emissions, increases
PU[YHUZP[YPKLYZOPW^HSRPUNHUKIPRPUN[PTLZ
and other measures.

The Conservancy is partnering with a coalition
VMHNLUJPLZHUKZ[HRLOVSKLYZ[VKL]LSVWHUK
PTWSLTLU[HJVTWYLOLUZP]L3HRL;HOVL:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`
Communities Program. The Program includes 1)
TAH O E CO N S E RVA N C Y S T R AT E G I C P L A N
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State agencies fund and administer numerous
programs and activities that support state and
regional sustainability objectives. As the state lead in
[OL)HZPUMVY[OLZLLMMVY[Z[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`^PSSZLLR
to coordinate and integrate state agency projects and
WYVNYHTZ[VTH_PTPaL[OLPYPTWHJ[
and effectiveness.

TMDL: coordinate development of a
watershed and TMDL implementation strategy
in partnership with TRPA, the Lahontan
9LNPVUHS>H[LY8\HSP[`*VU[YVS)VHYK[OL
SVJHSQ\YPZKPJ[PVUZHUKV[OLYRL`HNLUJPLZ
HUKZ[HRLOVSKLYZ





Forest Health and Fuels Management:
coordinate funding and implementation of
high priority forest health projects with federal
HUKZ[H[LHNLUJPLZHUKSVJHSÄYLKPZ[YPJ[Z

Key Actions:





Integrated Regional Watershed
Management: actively participate and
assist in leading the Tahoe Sierra IRWM
Plan Update, annual project updates,
and all grant application rounds on behalf
of the Conservancy and its Basin and
IRWM partners





Tahoe Yellow Cress (TYC): coordinate
efforts to update the TYC Conservation
Strategy by incorporating recent research
and science into management, monitoring
and protection activities, and continue to
provide a leadership role in the management,
monitoring and protection of TYC populations
in California





Aquatic Invasive Species:^VYR^P[OHNLUJ`
partners to secure sustainable funding and
implementation of the Basin’s aquatic invasive
species prevention and remediation programs





Stewardship and Public Awareness:^VYR
with public and private partners to promote
stewardship and public awareness of the
Basin’s natural and recreational assets

Strategy 1B – Align State Agency Activities and
Policies in the Basin to Support Sustainability
and Climate Change Initiatives





*VVYKPUH[LZ[H[LWYVNYHTZ! identify and
review the activities and funding programs
of state agencies that should be better
coordinated to achieve sustainability objectives;





Promote sustainability objectives: promote
the incorporation of state planning priorities
and sustainability objectives into federal,
state, and local planning and implementation
efforts; and





Provide local assistance: expand the
Conservancy’s grant programs to assist local
agencies with meeting state greenhouse gas
reduction targets and other state mandates

Performance Targets:


Submit annual cross-cut budget information
on state agency programs, expenditures, and
accomplishments in the Basin.

Strategy 1C – Coordinate Across State
Agencies in Support of Other Basin-wide
Collaborative Initiatives
The Conservancy will continue to play a leadership
role in several interagency collaborative initiatives,
including the following:
Key Actions:
Regional Plan: coordinate state agency
participation in the Regional Plan, the
Regional Transportation Plan, and related
regional planning efforts
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Performance Targets:
 (JOPL]L[OLRL`TPSLZ[VULZHUKKLSP]LYHISLZ
of these efforts through a collaborative,
interagency process.

S T R AT E G Y I I

Executives (TIE) Steering Committee, the
3HRL;HOVL-LKLYHS(K]PZVY`*VTTP[[LL
and other forums

Invest in High Priority Conservation and
Recreation (EIP) Projects and Programs
3H\UJOLKPU [OL,07PZHJVTWYLOLUZP]L
interagency effort to coordinate the development,
funding, and implementation of conservation and
recreation projects in the Basin. In total, the federal,
state, local, and private EIP partners have invested
over $1.55 billion to the EIP, funding more than 360
completed projects and an additional 166 ongoing
projects.
Continuing this level of commitment will be
JOHSSLUNPUNNP]LU[VKH`»ZKPMÄJ\S[ÄZJHSYLHSP[PLZ;OL
EIP partner agencies are now developing a new EIP
0TWSLTLU[H[PVU-YHTL^VYR[OH[^PSSLZ[HISPZOHUL^
management and oversight system led by the Basin’s
federal, state, and local executives; 2) an improved
WYVJLZZMVYQVPU[S`WYPVYP[PaPUN,07WYVQLJ[Z"IL[[LY
coordinated funding strategies;, and 4) improved
reporting on accomplishments and progress.
The Conservancy’s role will be to continue to
lead California’s involvement in the EIP, to secure
the state’s share of funding, and to develop and
implement high priority EIP projects, both on its
own lands and through grants to local agencies.
Strategy II.A – Lead California’s Involvement
in the EIP
As part of an interagency effort led by TRPA
and Basin’s federal, state, and local agencies,
the Conservancy will continue to coordinate state
HNLUJ`WHY[PJPWH[PVUPUQVPU[S`M\UKPUNWYPVYP[PaPUN
implementing, and evaluating the performance
of EIP projects.
Key Actions:




State EIP Team: establish and support a
state team which includes all state agencies
with major responsibilities in the Basin





Annual Priority Lists: coordinate
development of annual priority lists
of EIP projects and accomplishments





State Representative: represent and lead the
California agencies on the Tahoe Interagency





EIP Advocate: advocate for federal,
state, and local funding of EIP projects
and programs





Technical Advisor: provide policy and
technical information, expertise, and advice
to EIP partner agencies





;HOVL-\UKHUK6[OLY5VUWYVÄ[Z!^VYR^P[O
[OL;HOVL-\UKHUKV[OLYUVUWYVÄ[WHY[ULYZ
to increase the private share of EIP funding

Performance Targets:


Secure sustainable federal, state, local, and
private investments in the EIP, including $200
million in state funding from cap and trade
revenue, a general obligation bond,
or other sources



Maintain progress towards achievement
of the 33 EIP Performance Measures

Strategy II.B – Restore the Upper Truckee River
and Other Key Watersheds
+YHPUPUNULHYS`VUL[OPYKVM[OLY\UVMM[V3HRL;HOVL
[OL<WWLY;Y\JRLL9P]LYPZ[OLSHYNLZ[HUKTVZ[
important watershed in the Basin, and contributes
[OLOPNOLZ[SL]LSZVMÄULZLKPTLU[[OH[HMMLJ[Z[OL
;HOVL»ZMHTLKSHRLJSHYP[`;OL*VUZLY]HUJ`^PSSIL
leading an interagency collaborative effort to restore
[OLOLHS[OHUKYLZPSPLUJ`VM[OL<WWLY;Y\JRLL9P]LY
and is completing several restoration projects on
)SHJR^VVK*YLLRHUK>HYK*YLLR
Key Actions:




Upper Truckee River: develop and implement
HJVTWYLOLUZP]L<WWLY;Y\JRLL9P]LY
funding, implementation, communications,
HUKZJPLUJLZ[YH[LN`PUWHY[ULYZOPW^P[ORL`
HNLUJPLZHUKZ[HRLOVSKLYZ





Blackwood and Ward Creek: ^VYR^P[O
V\YWHY[ULYZ[VJVTWSL[L)SHJR^VVKHUK
>HYK*YLLRYLZ[VYH[PVUWYVQLJ[ZHUK
update assessments
TAH O E CO N S E RVA N C Y S T R AT E G I C P L A N
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Research: invest in research and synthesis
VMPUMVYTH[PVUVU[OLÅVVKWSHPUTHUHNLTLU[
ILULÄ[ZVMZ[YLHTYLZ[VYH[PVUWYVQLJ[Z

Key Actions:




Lake Tahoe Bikeway: partner with the Tahoe
Transportation District and other agencies to
JVTWSL[L[OL3HRL;HOVL9LNPVU)PJ`JSLHUK
Pedestrian Plan





Lake Tahoe Water Trail: lead the
collaborative interagency effort to improve
HUKLUOHUJL[OL3HRL;HOVL>H[LY;YHPS





Lake and Public Access: partner with local
agencies and others to increase and enhance
HJJLZZ[VZPNUPÄJHU[UH[\YHSYLZV\YJLZ

Performance Targets:
 9LZ[VYLLUOHUJLVYJVUÄYTHKLX\HJ`VM
Z[YLHTHUKÅVVKWSHPUTHUHNLTLU[VM
linear feet of stream channel


Restore or enhance 285 acres of habitat

Strategy II.C – Invest in Stormwater Management
Projects and Programs
Stormwater projects are essential to capture and treat
ÄULZLKPTLU[MYVT[OL)HZPU»Z\YIHUPaLKHYLHZ[OL
SHYNLZ[ZV\YJLVMY\UVMM[OH[HMMLJ[Z[OLSHRL»ZJSHYP[`
The Conservancy will continue to provide grants to
local agencies to help them meet their TMDL load
reduction targets.

Performance Targets:

Key Actions:








Prioritize and Evaluate:^VYR^P[OWHY[ULY
agencies to jointly establish priorities, and
to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness
of water quality projects and programs
Grants: provide grants to local agencies
for high priority projects and programs

Performance Targets:


Consistent with the 5-yr targets in the recently
HKVW[LK;4+3^VYR^P[OV\YZ[H[LHUKSVJHS
partners to reduce stormwater runoff loads by
 MVY-PUL:LKPTLU[7HY[PJSLZ MVY;V[HS
Phosphorus, and 8% for Total Nitrogen by
September 2016

Strategy II.D – Improve and Enhance Recreational
and Mobility Opportunities, and Public Access to
Lake Tahoe
Public access and recreation projects serve millions
of visitors, and are the foundation of the Basin’s
outdoor recreation-based economy. Conservancyfunded projects will expand the Basin’s overcrowded
MHJPSP[PLZYLK\JL[YHMÄJJVUNLZ[PVUHUKPUJYLHZL
W\ISPJHJJLZZ[V3HRL;HOVL
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Complete three public access projects
by December 2016



Complete 11 miles of bicycle trails
by December 2016



Complete the Water Trail by December 2016

Strategy II.E – Acquire Strategic Parcels
The Conservancy will continue to shift its focus away
from acquiring undeveloped urban lots to acquiring
SHUKPUOPNOWYPVYP[`^H[LYZOLKZSHRLMYVU[HYLHZ
and roadless subdivisions. It will also evaluate the
potential to develop a new program to acquire and
restore developed properties in sensitive areas.
Key Actions:




Priority Watersheds and Lakefront
Areas: HJX\PYLRL`WHYJLSZPUOPNOWYPVYP[`
^H[LYZOLKZPUJS\KPUN[OL<WWLY;Y\JRLL
9P]LYHUKPUSHRLMYVU[HYLHZ[VPUJYLHZL
public access





Roadless Subdivisions: continue acquiring
RL`WHYJLSZPUYVHKSLZZZ\IKP]PZPVUZ[OH[
prevent increased development in these areas





Developed properties in sensitive areas:
launch a new program to acquire and restore
developed property in sensitive areas, and
retire or transfer the development rights to
town centers

Performance Targets:


Complete the acquisitions of Johnson
4LHKV^PU[OL<WWLY;Y\JRLL9P]LY
HUK(S[H4PYHPU:V\[O3HRL;HOVL



Acquire two properties each year over
Ä]L`LHYZIL[^LLUHUK
within roadless subdivisions



Acquire three deed-restricted Stream
Environment Zone (SEZ) properties at
UVTPUHSJVZ[WLY`LHYV]LYÄ]L`LHYZ
between 2012 and 2016

 (JX\PYLHKKP[PVUHSSHRLMYVU[WHYJLSZ
[OH[^V\SKZPNUPÄJHU[S`PTWYV]LW\ISPJ
HJJLZZ[V3HRL;HOVL


Acquire and restore 2–5 developed
properties annually in sensitive areas

TAH O E CO N S E RVA N C Y S T R AT E G I C P L A N
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Conservancy assets (acquisitions,
easements, facilities, coverage, etc.) and
activities (license agreements, concessions,
encroachments, etc.)

Effectively Manage Land and Assets
The Conservancy owns and manages more than
6,500 acres of land, mostly comprised of small
parcels scattered throughout the California side
of the Basin. These parcels provide open space,
YLJYLH[PVUHUK^H[LYX\HSP[`ILULÄ[ZHUKOH]L
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`YLK\JLK[OLSL]LSVMKL]LSVWTLU[
in the Basin.
4HUHNPUNULHYS` WHYJLSZPZHJVTWSL_[HZR
(ZPKLMYVT[OLPYZOLLYU\TILYZHUKZTHSSZPaLZ¶
most are no bigger than one third acre – the parcels
are often scattered throughout already-developed
HYLHZJYLH[PUN[OLWV[LU[PHSMVYJVUÅPJ[ZIL[^LLU
open space and residential uses. The primary focus
of the Conservancy’s ongoing land management
program has been to annually inspect all parcels,
YLZWVUK[VJP[PaLUJVTWSHPU[ZYLTV]LOHaHYK[YLLZ
and other activities related to managing and restoring
these parcels for conservation and recreation purposes.
Over the next several years, therefore, the
Conservancy’s top priority will be to develop a
comprehensive Land Management Plan to more
effectively manage and generate revenue from its
SHUKZHUK[OL3HUK)HUR»ZPU]LU[VY`VMSHUKJV]LYHNL
HUKV[OLYTHYRL[HISLYPNO[Z;OPZZ[YH[LN`PZSPRLS`
to include expanded partnership agreements with
*HSPMVYUPH:[H[L7HYRZHUK[OL;HOVL9LZV\YJL
Conservation District (TRCD); exchanges of parcels
^P[O[OL<:-VYLZ[:LY]PJL:[H[L7HYRZHUK[OL*P[`
VM:V\[O3HRL;HOVL"ZHSLZVMSLZZLU]PYVUTLU[HSS`
sensitive parcels; and expanded use of leases,
licenses, and concessions.
:[YH[LN`000(¶,MÄJPLU[S`4HUHNL
Conservancy-owned Lands
The Conservancy will continue to partner with the
;9*+:[H[L7HYRZSVJHSÄYLHUK\[PSP[`KPZ[YPJ[ZHUK
V[OLYHNLUJPLZ[VTVYLLMÄJPLUJ`THUHNLP[ZSHUKZPU
the Basin.
Key Actions:




*VTWYLOLUZP]L+H[HIHZL!develop
a comprehensive database of all
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0UZWLJ[PVU4HPU[LUHUJL*P[PaLU9LZWVUZL!
Z[YLHTSPULPUZWLJ[PVUTHPU[LUHUJLJP[PaLU
YLZWVUZLWYVNYHT[VPTWYV]LLMÄJPLUJPLZ
and reduce operating costs





/HaHYK;YLL,]HS\H[PVU!continue to
assess trees on Conservancy owned
WYVWLY[PLZ^OPJOJVUZ[P[\[LHZHML[`OHaHYK
to adjacent properties, in a timely fashion





-VYLZ[-\LSZ;YLH[TLU[!partner with
SVJHS;HOVLÄYLKPZ[YPJ[ZKLWHY[TLU[Z
and other agencies to complete forest fuels
[YLH[TLU[^VYRVU*VUZLY]HUJ`WHYJLSZ
in high priority areas.





<YIHU3V[>H[LY8\HSP[`9LZ[VYH[PVU!
implement priority restoration projects to
HJOPL]L[OLOPNOLZ[^H[LYX\HSP[`ILULÄ[Z





:[HMÄUN*VU[YHJ[PUN!evaluate need for
JOHUNLZPUZ[HMÄUNHUKJVU[YHJ[PUN[VTLL[
current and future budget constraints





-HJPSP[PLZHUK6WLYH[PVUZ!KL]LSVWL_WHUK
WHY[ULYZOPWHNYLLTLU[Z^P[O:[H[L7HYRZ
the TRCD, and other partners to share staff,
facilities, and operations and to explore
alternative funding sources





=VS\U[LLY:[L^HYKZOPW7YVNYHT! evaluate the
potential for a volunteer stewardship program
to reduce property management costs

Performance Targets:


Inspect 2,600 Conservancy parcels annually

 9LTV]L\W[VOHaHYK[YLLZHUU\HSS`


Complete 100 annual maintenance projects



Implement 20 restoration projects annually



Maintain a 10-yr treatment cycle by treating
at least 335 acres of forested lands annually

Strategy III.B – Complete Federal, State,
and Local Land Exchanges
;OL*VUZLY]HUJ`^PSSZLLR[VPTWSLTLU[HSHYNL
scale exchange of lands and enter into operating
agreements with the US Forest Service and State
7HYRZ;OLZLL_JOHUNLZHUKHNYLLTLU[Z^PSSYLK\JL
management costs, reduce confusion over ownership
and allowable uses, and streamline environmental
review and permitting processes.





3HUK)HUR!YLL]HS\H[LSHUKIHURVWLYH[PVUZ
[VPTWYV]LILULÄ[ZZ[YLHTSPULJVZ[ZHUK
increase revenue





9LZ[VYH[PVU*YLKP[! balance SEZ
accomplishments with meeting supply
ULLKZVM[OL3HUK)HURWHY[PJ\SHYS`
for restoration credit

Performance Targets:

Key Actions:








*VTWSL[LHUHNYLLTLU[VUSHUKL_JOHUNLZ
and sharing of staff and resources with State
7HYRZ[VPTWYV]L[OLTHUHNLTLU[LMÄJPLUJ`
of state-owned land in the Basin.
:LLRHTLUKTLU[Z[V[OLYLH\[OVYPaH[PVU
VM[OL3HRL;HOVL9LZ[VYH[PVU(J[[VMHJPSP[H[L
a large-scale exchange of lands between
the Conservancy and the Forest Service.

Performance Target:


Reduce state and federal land
management expenditures

Strategy III.C – Improve the Land Coverage
and Marketable Rights Programs
;OL*VUZLY]HUJ`^PSS^VYR^P[O;97(HUK
other partners to increase the environmental
HUKLJVUVTPJILULÄ[ZVMP[ZSHUKJV]LYHNL
HUKTHYRL[HISLYPNO[ZWYVNYHTZ
Key Actions:








9LNPVUHS7VSPJPLZ!^VYR^P[O;97(HUK
other partners to revise policies that hinder
[OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVM[OLSHUKIHUR
9LZ[VYH[PVUHUK+L]LSVWTLU[7YVQLJ[Z!
^VYR^P[O;97(HUKV[OLYWHY[ULYZ[VTVKPM`
TRPA’s ECM Fee Program to better facilitate
and mitigate the impacts of sustainable public
and private development projects, through the
acquisition and restoration of coverage
on sensitive lands



Acquire and restore coverage at levels
necessary to achieve TRPA’s Excess
Coverage Mitigation (ECM) requirements



Achieve a 20-year supply of SEZ restoration
credits for regional bicycle trails and EIP
public service projects

Strategy III.D – Increase Public Awareness
of the Value of Conservancy Lands
;OL*VUZLY]HUJ`^PSSZLLR[VPUJYLHZLW\ISPJ
awareness and support for its land management
programs and operations.
Key Actions:




:\TTHY`+VJ\TLU[!prepare a summary
document on the history, purpose, and
value of Conservancy acquisitions





(JJVTWSPZOTLU[Z9LWVY[! prepare an
annual accomplishments report on the
Conservancy’s land and asset
management activities





:PNUHNL7YVNYHT! develop a signage
program to better identify Conservancyowned lands





>LIZP[L! increase and expand use of the
Conservancy’s website to engage the public
and neighboring landowners

Performance Targets:


Sign 1,000 parcels annually until all parcels
OH]LTHYRLYZ



Achieve 20% increase in hits to
website annually

TAH O E CO N S E RVA N C Y S T R AT E G I C P L A N
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Key Actions:

Strengthening Conservancy Operations





(ZZL[3HUKZ! develop a strategy for sale
of asset lands (lands not necessary to achieve
program objectives)





:WLJPHS<ZLZ!annually review leases,
SPJLUZLZHUKJVUJLZZPVUZ[VLUZ\YLTHYRL[
rate revenues, where appropriate





9L]LU\L.LULYH[PVU7SHU! develop and
implement a plan to generate measurable
HUKZPNUPÄJHU[YL]LU\LZ[YLHTZMYVTNYHU[Z
contracts, and fee for service opportunities





3PJLUZL7SH[L! increase sales of Tahoe
License Plates





6WLYH[PUNHUK(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU*VZ[Z!
HSPNUVWLYH[PUNJVZ[ZHUKZ[HMÄUNSL]LSZ
with available funding sources resulting in a
balanced budget





(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU*VZ[Z! recover the full costs
VMHKTPUPZ[LYPUNSLHZLZSPJLUZLZ3HUK)HUR
activities, and other services





6MÄJL:WHJL!YLL]HS\H[LVMÄJLSLHZLHUK
space requirements to reduce costs

A decline in traditional funding sources is prompting
the Conservancy to explore different sustainable
SVUN[LYTÄUHUJPHSZJLUHYPVZ;OLYLJLU[LSPTPUH[PVU
of General Fund support and exhaustion of current
bond funding streams will result in a need for a major
adjustment to the support budget, through renewal
VYYLWSHJLTLU[VM[OLZLM\UKPUNZ[YLHTZHUKVY
reduction in expenditures. Crossing this bridge will
involve such actions as adjusting current spending
patterns to match available funding levels, ensuring
LMÄJPLU[HUKLMMLJ[P]L\ZLVMSPTP[LKYLZV\YJLZHUK
exploring opportunities to develop new and nontraditional funding streams.
Strategy IV.A – Develop Financial Sustainability
Strategy
As shown in Figure 5, the Conservancy forecasts a
ZPNUPÄJHU[KLJSPULPUP[ZZ\WWVY[HUKJHWP[HSWYVQLJ[
YL]LU\LILNPUUPUNPUÄZJHS`LHY;OPZMVYLJHZ[
YLX\PYLZ[OL*VUZLY]HUJ`[VHNNYLZZP]LS`WYPVYP[PaL
YLVYNHUPaLHUKPTWSLTLU[JVZ[J\[[PUNHUKYL]LU\L
enhancing strategies to sustain its operations.

Figure 5: Conservancy Projected Annual Operating Budget (in thousands)
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:OHYLK9LZV\YJLZ!increase use of shared
staff, facilities, and operations with the TRCD,
:[H[L7HYRZHUKV[OLYHNLUJPLZ





.YHU[ZHUK*VZ[:OHYL(NYLLTLU[Z!
ensure that grants and cost share
agreements are fully billed, including
HSSZ[HMÄUNHUKPUKPYLJ[JVZ[Z

performance measures, monitoring and
reporting requirements, and funding
TH[JOYLX\PYLTLU[Z[VYLÅLJ[UL^
and emerging priorities




*VZ[(UHS`ZPZ! assess appropriate
and cost-effective levels of performing
HNLUJ`M\UJ[PVUZPUOV\ZLHUKVY[OYV\NO
other avenues





4HUHNLTLU[:`Z[LTZ! develop, maintain
and improve internal accounting, budget,
information technology, GIS, records retention,
and personnel management systems

Performance Targets:
 .LULYH[L [V TPSSPVU
in new revenue by 2015
 Increase Special Uses revenue
by 10% ($15,000) by 2014

Performance Targets:

 Maintain a balanced budget



Streamline and consolidate billing, reporting
and administrative processes for grants
and contracts



Streamline and consolidate quarterly reporting
VUV]LY`LHYS`[YHUZHJ[PVUZ

 Increase sales of Tahoe License Plates
by a minimum of 10% ($110,000) annually
 Achieve full cost recovery of staff time on
all applicable programs and projects by
ÄZJHS`LHY
 9LK\JLL_WLUKP[\YLZMVYVMÄJLZWHJLI`
a minimum of 15% ($62,000) at termination
VMJ\YYLU[SLHZL
:[YH[LN`0=)¶0UJYLHZL6WLYH[PVUHS,MÄJPLUJ`
;OL*VUZLY]HUJ`^PSS\WKH[LHUKPTWYV]LP[ZÄUHUJPHS
WYVNYHTTH[PJHUKYLJVYKRLLWPUNZ`Z[LTZ[V
improve the accountability, transparency, and costeffectiveness of its programs.
Key Actions:




;YHJRPUN!develop a relational database to
Z\WWVY[PU[LYUHS[YHJRPUNHUKNLULYHSYLWVY[PUN
of all Conservancy-funded projects





9LWVY[PUN!Z[HUKHYKPaLI\KNL[HUKÄZJHS
reporting systems





*VU[YHJ[(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU! support and
streamline processing and monitoring
of contracts





.YHU[(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU! reevaluate grant
program guidelines, selection criteria,

 9LK\JLWYLKPJ[HISLHUKÄ_LKPUMVYTH[PVU
technology expenses by 5% annually.
Strategy IV.C – Strengthen Human Resource
Development
The Conservancy’s greatest strength is its staff.
>L^PSSZLLR[VTHPU[HPUHUKPTWYV]L[YHPUPUN
professional development, and other programs
to motivate and retain staff.
Key Actions:




9L[LU[PVUHUK:\JJLZZPVU!ÄSSRL`
vacancies related to retirements of longserving staff, and develop processes to
[YHUZMLY[OLPYRUV^SLKNLHUKYLJVYKZ
of Conservancy programs





7YVMLZZPVUHS+L]LSVWTLU[!provide
opportunities for training, publishing, job
rotations, and other methods for employees
to excel and to develop professionally

TAH O E CO N S E RVA N C Y S T R AT E G I C P L A N
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Performance Targets:


Retain 90% of existing staff that are
UV[^P[OPUÄ]L`LHYZVMYL[PYLTLU[HNL

 7YV]PKLHSSZ[HMM^P[OHUU\HS[YHPUPUN
professional development opportunities
Strategy IV.D – Improve Communications
Surveys continue to show that the Conservancy is
OPNOS`YLNHYKLKI\[SP[[SLRUV^U[VTHU`]PZP[VYZHUK
residents in the Basin. The Conservancy will improve
P[Z^LIZP[LSPJLUZLWSH[LTHYRL[PUNWYVQLJ[WYVÄSLZ
and develop an annual report and other methods to
increase its visibility
Key Actions:




,_[LYUHS*VTT\UPJH[PVUZ:[YH[LN`!
develop and implement an external
communications strategy, including an
annual report, to increase awareness
of the value of the Conservancy and
its projects and programs





7HY[ULYZ! collaborate with partners,
including the Tahoe Fund, on the
SPJLUZLWSH[LTHYRL[PUNJHTWHPNU
WYVQLJ[WYVÄSLZHUKV[OLYWYVTV[PVUHS
and fundraising opportunities





>LIZP[L! expand the content and accessibility
of the website to engage the public, potential
funders, and agency partners





0U[LYUHS*VTT\UPJH[PVUZ:[YH[LN`!develop
and implement an internal communications
strategy to increase awareness and
communications with staff in all programs





*VUZLY]HUJ`(TIHZZHKVYZ! ensure that
staff and Board members fully understand our
^VYRHJJVTWSPZOTLU[ZHUKWYPVYP[PLZHUK
can act as ambassadors for the Conservancy
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Performance Targets:


Achieve a 20% increase in hits
to the website annually



Increase the number of positive press articles
on Conservancy projects and programs



Increase staff development of professional
journal publications on Conservancy projects



Increase public use and awareness of the
Conservancy website for leases, licenses
and other services and requests

California Tahoe Conservancy
Agenda Item 9.a.
March 1, 2018

POTENTIAL AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE APRIL 26 BOARD MEETING

Staff is seeking input from the Board regarding additional agenda items for the
April 26, 2018 Board meeting.
A tentative list of agenda items beyond the normal standing items include:
•
•
•
•
•

Bijou Park Creek Restoration Priority Acquisition(s)
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund
Tahoe Valley Area Plan Asset Lands Update (Discussion only)
Conservancy Board Procedures (Discussion only)
2018-2023 Strategic Plan Retreat (Discussion only)

Conservancy Staff Contacts

Patrick Wright
Jane Freeman

patrick.wright@tahoe.ca.gov
jane.freeman@tahoe.ca.gov

